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“When the prison doors are opened, 

the real dragon will fly out” 
Ho Chi Minh  

 

Revolutionary Greetings, 
 
   Welcome to our National Jericho Movement Newsletter.  Thank you to all of our members and affiliates who 
contribute critical information regarding our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War as well as updates on activities, 
events, and actions. Moving forward, we stand in fierce determination and solidarity to free our remaining 
Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War still languishing behind the dungeon walls. Our shared vision is that we 
will reach a time in this country (and others) wherein there will be no more Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War.  
We envision the day when they all will walk free and into the arms of their families—who have been waiting for 
decades.  We hope you join us in making this a reality. 
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“The victory march will continue 

until the Palestinian flag flies in Jerusalem 

and in all of Palestine.” 

Yasser Arafat 

 

Current Work and Progress 
 

Jericho actively maintains direct connections with our Political Prisoners by visiting or writing them monthly. 
We also maintain contact with and assist their families.  We monitor health & legal status and provide support 
and intervention.  We hold political education classes, table at events, travel to give presentations, interviews 
and speak on radio shows.   
     We are actively involved in collaborating with and supporting other organizations and events which are in 
alignment with our missions and values to break down walls of injustice, racism, oppression, and Free our 
Political Prisoners. Jericho meetings and teleconferences occur during the month nationwide. 
     We are also focusing on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela”, raising funds to support our PP’s, and 
addressing health and legal issues. We are assisting our comrades who have finally come home, and we are 
actively monitoring the Covid-19 prison crisis by keeping track of latest developments and statistics. We have 
beenattending many online meetings, calls to action, as well as strategizing on gaining the release of our 
Political Prisoners. Lastly, we hope you will connect with some of our powerful allies who are hosting events 
and Calls to Action (past and future). As you can see, there are many “boots on the ground”! Free Em All!! 
 
Philadelphia Chapter Update: 
Saudia-Abolitionist Law Center was helping to start the Mumia Freedom weekend. It went very well and there 
was a big attendance from California to New York to demand Mumia’s release.  Speakers included Pam Africa. A 
lot of folks working for Maroon visited and helped to connect.  145 organizations had powerful actions in 
Newark county, it was live streamed with speakers who spoke about Maroon’s case, including his family 
members.  Philly Jericho website is on its way. 
 

Chairperson’s Corner 
 

National Jericho Movement Statement in Solidarity with Palestine 
 
As-salaamu ‘alaykum wa Eid Mubarak!!! 
The National Jericho Movement and all its Chapters and Affiliates stand united with our sisters and brothers in 
Palestine. The historic and systemic egregious and brutal oppression of the Palestinian people by the racist 
Zionist State of Israel cannot and must not be tolerated. Black Lives Matter! Palestinian Lives Matter! The life of 
all oppressed people matters; and we must represent that in every respect. 
Many established news networks focus on the Palestinian response to their oppression and not the causes of 
their response. They do not focus on the historic forceful removal of Palestinians from their lands and the 
bulldozing of their homes. This has been going on since the Zionist invasion of Palestine in 1948. The Zionists 
claimed Palestine to be their own, similar to European invaders calling America their home, despite the 
presence of indigenous nations. Oppressed people have a right to resist by any means necessary. 
We call on the Jewish people around the world and in Occupied Palestine – the true followers of Prophet Musa 
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(Moses) (peace be upon him) – to take a stand against the racist aggression of their government! We call upon 
the children of the survivors of the holocaust to stand for justice just as your parents and countrymen had 
wanted and needed the world to stand for justice when under the demonic boot of Adolph Hitler. Now your 
government has become the Adolph Hitler to the Palestinians. Stand up against the oppression of the 
Palestinian people, and the people of the world will stand with you. 
 
Free the Land!Free all Political Prisoners!! 
Jihad Abdulmumit, Chair, National Jericho Movement 

 
Jericho Highlights and Tributes 

Please Check Back Next Month 

 
Political Prisoners/POWs Updates 

1. Medical  
Mumia Abu-Jamal: “Tuesday April 20 9:34am:  Mumia’s medical attorneys have received word from the Open 
Heart ICU doctors.  Mumia’s surgery was successful.  There were no complications.  He is receiving minimal 
oxygen and has one IV.” Update: April 27, 2021: We received word today that Mumia has been transferred back 
to the prison “infirmary”. So, it is urgent that we continue to pressure the PA DOC. https://www.jerichony.org/ 
 
Maumin Khabir: Maumin has COPD end stage emphysema; he is in a motorized wheelchair and has someone 
to help him (occupational therapist) with periodic breathing treatments every day.  He is very weak and low 
energy. 
 
Ed Poindexter: Ed’s transplant is on the way. Sadly, he has lost all sight in one eye. 
 
Mutulu Shakur: Mutulu’s cancer is exacerbated. He may possibly need a procedure that is expensive. 
 
2. Legal  
Maumin Khabir: Maumin is pushing to get transferred and we might be making calls on his behalf sometime 
soon. Compassionate release was supposed to be in September. Things are held up. 

Leonard Peltier: Leonard’s clearance has been reduced to an FCI and the pandemic seems like less of a stress 
and he is waiting to be transferred. He had requested Oxford Wisconsin with the other choice being Rochester, 
which is a medical facility. 

Ed Poindexter: Ed’s commutation is still held up.  Trying to follow up with NLG folks in Nebraska around his 
parole packet.  Former US senator is doing some public outreach. A third billboard might be on the way.US 
Sentencing Commission and other states do self-assess, although Nebraska doesn’t do it. 

Mutulu Shakur: Mutulu is still on the third round of compassionate release.   

3. Other Political Prisoner Updates:  
Leonard Peltier: The National organization has a new director. Carol and Julie are helping to box up all of his art 
and will move his things to Carol’s in Wisconsin. Carol and Julie will visit him soon. 
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Birthdays: Please Send a Card! 
May Birthdays 

ALVARO LUNA HERNÁNDEZ (Xinachtli):Birthday: May 12 
Affiliation: Chicano Political Prisoner 
Contact Information/Prison Address  
#255735 McConnell Unit, 3001 Emily Drive, Beesville, TX 78102 
Captured: July 18, 1996: 50 year sentence. 
PAROLE ELIGIBILITY DATE: JULY 18, 2021 
“Alvaro Luna Hernandez (Xinachtli) is a political prisoner of the State of Texas and 
the U.S. government. He is nearly 35 years into a 50 year prison sentence for an 
“aggravated assault” conviction stemming from a July 1996 incident in which he 
disarmed a Brewster County Sheriff attempting to shoot him. Alvaro vehemently 
denies the charge that he assaulted the Sheriff. To Mexican-Americans in the cities, 
slums, plains, deserts, and prison cages of the Southwest, he is a civil rights hero, 
a Chicano freedom fighter true to his barrio roots and eternally fearless in the 

face of injustice. For years, he has been internationally recognized by amnesty movements and human rights 
lawyers and experts as a U.S. political prisoner, yet inside the United States, the name Alvaro Luna Hernandez 
remains largely elusive on the lips of progressives and social justice advocates.” https://FreeAlvaro.net 
 
KOJO BOMANI SABABU, (GRAILING BROWN)-Birthday May 27   

Affiliation: Black Liberation Army 
Contact Information/Prison Address  
#39384-066 USP Canaan, P. O. Box 300, Waymart, PA 18472 
Letters must be sent to: Smart Communications USP-Canaan,  
Grailing Brown #39384-066, P.O. Box 30, Pinellas Park, Fl 32781 
Newspapers, books and magazines can still be sent to the address above. 
Captured: 1975: Life  
“... we must make great strides, reorganizing ourselves to embrace the difficulties we 
face. I have no solutions but I will say this: There are some great political minds 
contained in America’s prisons, which are growing old as their era of life departs; this 
resource needs to be tapped before it expires. Do not abandon the political 

prisoners and POWs; they are still insightful with their knowledge and experience.” 
 

April Birthdays 

Abdullah Georges Ibrahim-Birthday: April 2 

Affiliation: Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Factions International Prisoner 
Contact Information/Prison Address: France 
“Hundreds march in Paris for freedom for Georges Abdallah, justice for Palestine 
Several hundred people marched in Paris, France on Sunday, 19 June, the 
International Day for the Freedom of Revolutionary Prisoners, for freedom for 
Georges Ibrahim Abdallah, the Lebanese Arab struggler for Palestine who has 
been imprisoned for 32 years in French prisons. Abdallah, who received a life 
sentence in 1987, has been eligible for release from prison since 1999. His parole 
has been approved twice by the judiciary, once at the highest level – only to be 
blocked by the personal intervention of then-Interior Minister (today Prime 
Minister, and anti-Palestinian advocate) Manuel Valls, alongside that of then-US 

Secretary of State (and today presidential candidate) Hillary Clinton….”  
See https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/abdullah-georges-ibrahim   
Video: https://www.facebook.com/GeorgesIbrahimABDALLAH/ 
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MUMIA ABU-JAMAL-Birthday:  April 24th  

Affiliation:Black Panther Party - Move 
Contact Information-Prison Address  
#AM 8335 SCI- Mahanoy, Frackville, PA 17932, United States 
Affiliation: Black Panther Party, MOVE   Captured: 1981-Life without parole  
“Very few people in prison have voices that go beyond the wall. It’s my job to do the 
work for them because they have no one.” 
FreeMumia.com  
Author, U.S. Prisoner 

 

 
 

 

The National Jericho Movement sends 
our Beloved PP’s/POW’s 
Love, Respect, and Honor 
as we Celebrate your Birthday 
with Continued hope and Determination for Freedom...Now! 

 
 

Former & Current Political Prisoner Voices 
 

MOVE Demands Answers On Missing Children’s Remains 
‘Members of the Black revolutionary organization MOVE are speaking out over the disappearance of the 
remains of two children killed in the 1985 MOVE bombing in Philadelphia. In May of that year, the city dropped 
a bomb on a row house that was home to the organization. Eleven people were killed. Among them, two sisters 
- children Tree and Delisha Africa. It seems the girls’ bones have been shuttling between the University of 
Pennsylvania and Princeton University ever since. Now, neither school knows where the remains are. Reporter 
Layla A. Jones joins us from WHYY.” To read or listen to the interview see https://www.wwno.org/2021-04-
26/move-demands-answers-on-missing-childrens-remains 

 
The newest painting by Oscar López Rivera in solidarity with Palestine Prisoners’ Day 

 
“The newest painting by Oscar López Rivera in solidarity with Palestine Prisoners’ Day and all Palestinian 
prisoners. Oscar was the longest held Puerto Rican political prisoner – 36 years – released in 2017. He remains a 
committed Independentista – insisting that the US has no right to keep Puerto Rico as a colony and demanding 
freedom for his people.” #PalestinianPrisonersDay, #AgainstIsraeliMilitaryCourts, Facebook: @AddameerArabic, 
Twitter: @Addameer, Instagram: @Addameer_pal. See info@freedomarchives.org 
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David Gilbert 
In prison, today’s pandemic and shades of yesterday’s: What the fight against COVID can learn from the one 
against AIDS David Gilbert – April 14, 2021 
“A few months back I was part of a cluster of six people called to the prison infirmary to be offered the seasonal 
flu shot; four of the other five men refused it. Today, as I listen to the loud conversations “on the gate” (people 
talking back and forth while locked in their cells), I hear considerable sentiment against taking the COVID-19 
vaccine when it is offered. (As a result of a court order, it will now be available for New York State prisoners.)…” 
see https://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/ny-oped-in-prison-fighting-two-pandemics-20210414-
bmxwtitq7vfjzbkcx36l6obizy-story.html 

 
 

Eric King-”I need to be around bees” April 20 
https://nycabc.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/updates-20-apr-2021.pdf 

“I need to be around bees 
catching shade underneath tall trees. 
I need to feel their fuzzy feet 
walking all over my hands and knees 
I need to melt in the Sun 
feel it’s rays all day or even just once 
I need to make spider friends 
listen real close as it’s web spins 
I need some woods to get lost in 
have thorns and beetles all over my skin 
I need a fresh inhale of life 
to bask in the full moon’s light 
I need some roadside poke or some fresh cantaloupe 
I need to just be let be, 
nothing is good that isn’t wild and Free” 

 
Statement from Oso Blanco Regarding his Art Projectf or the Native Youth  

in the Zapatista zone of Chiapas 
See https://www.etsy.com/shop/OSOBLANCOCAPROJECT 

“I did all this art under extreme duress. For years I was trying to make this happen, I was living in a literal hell on 
Earth where I did these pieces (SMU Lewisburg). Sometimes I couldn’t get paper, other times no pencils. Every 
day was violence, every day was conflict with staff and prisoners. Sometimes I had crazy cellies. I was living in 
absolute horror. Oftentimes we got pepper sprayed, we got shook down. My pieces got ripped or damaged or 
stolen by staff. I would have to struggle, REAL struggle, that most people on the streets couldn’t survive, let 
alone imagine. But I never gave up! 
I continue to believe in Children’s Art Project (CAP). This art was done by hand, not by some computer. The toil 
and the suffering and the high cost of sending out my art via certified Mail is seriously no joke. I’m not sitting at 
some resort in Washington state, relaxing, doing this art with all the best art supplies and resources. I’m literally 
doing this with extreme difficulty and the bare minimum. I think people must respect the fact that they could 
probably not even survive in the environments where I completed this art. 
So, please, honor the Children’s Art Project, so that we may help the children in Chiapas, where I’ve risked my 
life many times in Mexico sending old army surplus, bullets, medicine, horseshoes, vitamins for pregnant 
women (folic acid), veterinary medicine for horses, you name it. I didn’t just fall off the potato wagon and 
become a Political Prisoner, I earned this through my great sacrifice, through life and death, through turmoil. 
Being shot by the police and the FBI and having police dogs sicced on me during this case, ripping me apart, all 
for the humor of the FBI and Albuquerque police. 
Love, Oso Blanco, Zapatista Supply Warrior & Native Anarchist” 
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David Gilbert’s Message to the 2021 Columbia University Reunion 
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvjtzy71ApI&t=1s 

“A co-founder of the Columbia University chapter of Students for a Democratic Society in 1966, and a leading 
antiwar and anti-imperialist activist since before that, David Gilbert is one of the few remaining US political 

prisoners from that period still incarcerated after almost 40 years. This, despite no direct ties to the harming of 
any person, a completely clean and nonviolent prison record, and support for his immediate, unconditional 

release from prominent Nobel Peace laureates including Archbishop Desmond Tutu, from M.K. Gandhi’s grand-
daughter and Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s daughter, and from the heads of the Episcopal Church, USA, the 

Presbyterian Church, Pax Christi International Catholic peace movement, and many others. This presentation by 
David to the 2021 Columbia University reunion was facilitated by IPRA Secretary General Matt Meyer, a long-

standing friend of Gilbert’s who also works with friendsofdavidgilbert.org.”  

Haikus for Sundiata 
https://nycabc.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/updates-4-may-2021.pdf 

“The 48 haikus are representative of the 48 years Sundiata has spent in prison. These haikus reflect a portion of 
the broad range of artists, entertainers, educators, scholars, and everyday freedom loving people calling for 
Sundiata’s release. 

Here are a few Haikus by Sundiata:  
i love freedom 

butterflies in the sky 
and the stomach too. 

by Sundiata Acoli 
 

47 years down 
no fistfight in all that time 

so who’s violent? 
by Sundiata Acoli 

You can view the full collected poetic demonstration at tumblr.com/blog/view/haikus4sundiata”   

 

Community Calls for Action 

(Ongoing Calls for Action) 
 
Free Ruchell Cinque Magee (ongoing) 

”Three rallies were held across California March 17 to 
commemorate the longest-held political prisoner Ruchell 
“Cinque” Magee’s 82nd birthday. Ruchell received a 
tremendous outpouring of renewed support in his fight for 
freedom after 58 years of unjust imprisonment. These efforts 
are being led by the Coalition to Free Ruchell Magee, of which 
the Party for Socialism and Liberation is an endorser and 
leading member. Over 60 organizations, media outlets, and 
prominent individuals have endorsed the coalition’s call for 

Governor Gavin Newsom and L.A. District Attorney George Gascón to re-evaluate Magee’s unjust sentencing 
and set him free.” “Coalition to Free Ruchell Magee supporter Marcy Alvarez captured the spirit of the event by 
stating that “This movement, we’re looking for a result and that result is to free Ruchell Magee. It’s a travesty 
that this man has been in prison for this long.” The coalition is actively seeking endorsements! Please visit 
www.freeruchellmagee.org/endorse to sign on as an individual, organization, or media outlet.” For more 
actions and details see https://www.freeruchellmagee.org/ 
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Maroon: Urgent action needed!!! (Ongoing) 

“Our beloved elder Russell Maroon Shoatz, suffering stage 4 
cancer for the last year and a half, has now been diagnosed 
with COVID-19. This infection is no doubt a result of the “full-
blown resurgence” of the virus in Pennsylvania state prisons, 
and the callous disregard shown by prison authorities to 
elderly and infirm incarcerated people, including withheld 
testing and unhygienic isolation of those who report 
symptoms. Maroon is asking that all supporters call the office 
of Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf and demand his 
immediate, unconditional release, as well as that of ALL 
elderly prisoners infected with COVID-19. Please call (717) 

787-2500and keep the pressure on! All PA-based organizations, please sign a community letter demanding the 
immediate release of Russell Maroon Shoatz: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScx2SeLR-
Z1f3XLp0F9BopPRDZyVKbldUwh7wker97yr7D-Mw/viewform 
New Go-Fund Me to support the Shoatz Family https://www.gofundme.com/f/support-for-the-shoatz-family-
fighting-injustice For sample tweets and graphics, check out the #FreeMaroon Social media kit 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MaFFFcaplSjN2MdoL0eYSQomEaKoW30PezJHNIVkSf8/edit 
Continue to Call Governor Tom Wolf: Contact: (717) 787-2500. Russell Shoatz’s health is rapidly deteriorating. 
His DOC is #AF3855.Demand Immediate Release of Russell Maroon Shoatz. They track the calls from different 
phones and how many times the same number calls so please keep calling and activate your networks.Our  
sincere gratitude for all of your support.  https://www.instagram.com/p/CHl85lFhiAm/ 
 
CALL-IN CAMPAIGN FOR ED POINDEXTER--Demand Freedom for Ed Poindexter (ongoing) 

”Please phone the Nebraska Pardons 
Board as many times as you and your 
friends, comrades, associates, and 
family can. Please give your name 
and the state that you live in, and if 
you can, leave a phone number. CALL: 
Governor Pete Ricketts 402-471-2244, 
Attorney General Peterson: 402-471-
2683, Secretary of State Evnen: 402-
471-2554. Please share this 
campaign, write a letter to the 
Pardons Board and sign the online 
petition: http://chng.it/vctskKv49k  
Ed would be very grateful. We would 

also appreciate if you could send us a copy of your letter to: freedomfored@gmail.com EMAIL: 
ne.pardonsboard@nebraska.gov  WRITE: Nebraska Board of Pardons, P.O. Box 95007, Lincoln, NE 68509. See 
https://www.jerichony.org/edpoindexter.html for further info and a script see. You can read more about Ed 
here: http://freepoindexter.comhttps://prisonersolidarity.com/prisoner/edward-poindexterWe also have a new 
central website for the campaign: www.freepoindexter.com 
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Bring Imam Jamil Home In The Next 6-12 Months! organized by Kairi Al-Amin (Ongoing) 
”As-SalaamuAlaikum, For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not just for the freedom of my father, H. Rap 
Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his innocence. My Name is Kairi Al-Amin, son of Imam Jamil Al-Amin and 
before we go any further, on behalf of myself, my father and my family I would just like “As-Salaamu Alaikum, 

For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not just for the freedom of my father, H. 
Rap Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his innocence. A video of the actual 
perpetrator confessing under oath to the murder my father is currently 
serving life in prison for.” Watch The Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWXNr1BaI88&feature=youtu.be 
For full petition see:  https://www.change.org/p/fulton-county-district-
attorney-paul-howard-new-trial-for-imam-jamil-al-amin-fka-h-rap-
brown/u/27297316 

 
 
Mutulu Shakur: Compassionate Release Efforts Renewed Due to COVID (ongoing) 

”We are renewing the push to petition for compassionate release now 
that we have resubmitted an application for compassionate release due 
to the COVID diagnosis. Please sign the online petition using the link if 
you haven’t yet and continue to share it: Sign the Petition: bit.ly/cr-
petition. We ask that you continue to keep him in your prayers. If you 
would like to make a tax-deductible donation, please use the PayPal link 
for our fiscal sponsor by clicking here https://cadnational.org/. Then 
click on the very top donate button in the right sidebar of the CAD 
website (please indicate that donation is for Dr. Mutulu Shakur).If you 
do not require your donation to be tax deductible, you can donate at 
mutulushakur.com.  

 
 
Online Fundraiser for Joy Powell (ongoing) 

”Joy’s family recently covered some 
legal expenses in order to proceed to 
the next step in appealing her 
wrongful conviction. The online 
fundraiser is to cover these costs as 
well as any future costs for her 
support. We are still seeking options 
for pro bono counsel to keep these 
costs as low as possible, but even with 
pro bono representation there will be 
filing fees, legal visit costs, etc. Every 
dollar truly counts, and Joy is very 
appreciative of everyone’s support. 
The link for the fundraising page 

ishttps://fundrazr.com/freejoypowell, and we have added a link to her website at 
https://www.freejoypowell.org/support/. We also posted a link on the Facebook page for her (Free Joy Powell). 
Please share these with your social networks! Don’t hesitate to let us know if there are any questions and 
THANK YOU for helping spread the word about this important step to secure Joy’s freedom. -Philly ABC and NYC 
Jericho” 
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Release or Home Confinement for Dr. Aafia Siddiqui from Coronavirus Infected Prison (Ongoing) 

“Other than Seagoville Prison, which is also located in 
Dallas-Fort Worth and has 1,359 cases, Carswell has the 
largest COVID-19 outbreak of any U.S. prison. The 48-
year old Dr. Siddiqui has been imprisoned since she was 
31. She has been in very poor health for much of this 
time, including appearing in a wheel chair at her New 
York trial, due to the extremely harsh—some would say 
unlawful—conditions of her capture as well as her 
incarceration. She is clearly at grave risk from COVID-19.” 
See https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trump-release-
or-home-confinement-for-dr-aafia-siddiqui-from-
coronavirus-infected-prison(Photo from 

https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trump-release-or-home-confinement-for-dr-aafia-siddiqui-from-coronavirus-infected-prison) 
 
The Freedom Campaign for Sundiata Acoli(Ongoing) 

”A former employee of NASA and a civil rights era Freedom Rider, 
Sundiata Acoli turned 84 on January 14. The college graduate and 
grandfather of two has been incarcerated for over forty-seven 
years. Acoli has been consistently denied parole for more than 
twenty-five of those years, going all the way back to 1994. The 
Sundiata Acoli Freedom Campaign (SAFC) is the largest 
coordinated campaign to free Acoli since his incarceration and 
follows years of behind the scenes advocacy and legal filings. 
For more information visit our Facebook page or email 
Sundiataacolifc@gmail.com.”See:”The Freedom Campaign for 
Sundiata Acoli with Soffiyah Elijah”here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 
UPUb7RO3pisSoffiyah&feature=youtu.be 
 
 

 
Parole Letters Needed for Xinachtli(Ongoing) 

”Xinachtli, as many of you know, means literally in English, “Seed,” or, 
as Comrade “X” likes to phrase, it from a prisoner’s perspective, 
“Germinating Seed” and s/n Alvaro Luna Hernandez, is a 
Chicano/Mexicano-Anarchist Communist and Anti-Imperialist 
Internationally-recognized Political Prisoner, has suffered long 
enough from a (50-year) bogus Aggravated Assault conviction rife 
with racist civil rights abuse and judicial misconduct. Presently, 
Xinachtli is preparing for his (1st) upcoming ‘Parole Review Hearing,’ 
on July 18, 2021. We are in need of help with a groundswell of 
support from the Prison Abolitionists, Human Rights, Indigenous, and 
Prison Activist Movement communities. TBPP suggests that FEW, 
clear & concise letters are preferred, to place in his case-file for 
review; lazy eyes is a disguise with TBPP Parole Panels. Include in the 

letter that Xinachtli, though he has tested ‘COVID-19 -negative,’ and in recent months received a ‘flu shot,’ has 
hypertension that’s medicated, and is ostensibly cured of Hep-C, he nonetheless will be 69 years old May 12th, 
2021; so the Corona Virus danger rages on!   Also include a solid confirmation that there’s a solid support 
system waiting, available opportunities of employment, residence, and transportation, as well as 
psychological/coping support and a period of adjustment, are all important—he’s been in a solitary ‘time-
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capsule, the worldwide ‘spider’ web has exploded on the social scene since his conviction in June of 1997. We 
are working on preferably a place here in the Austin/Metro area, or in West Texas, Lubbock, and/or 
Midland/Odessa region—but not near Alpine, except to visit family. Please address all your Letters of Support 
for Xinachtli with his registered name, ALVARO LUNA HERNANDEZ, and prison number, TDCJ-CID#00255735, to: 
Texas Department of Criminal Justice -Parole Division, Attn: Correspondence, Post Office Box 13401, Austin, 
Texas 78711” 
See https://nycabc.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/updates-15-dec-2020.pdf 
 
Free Leonard Peltier! (Ongoing) 

”The International Leonard Peltier 
Defense Committee has launched an 
urgent appeal for funds to support legal 
efforts to free this Native political 
prisoner, who has been held in U.S. 
dungeons for  45 years. Peltier is a leader 
of the American Indian Movement, who 
was framed and jailed for the 1975 
deaths of two FBI agents who had 
invaded the Jumping Bull compound on 
Pine Ridge Reservation and started a 
shootout at dawn, over a warrant for 
alleged theft of a pair of cowboy boots. 

(tinyurl.com/y4ncc5ee)”“At Peltier’s request, lawyers will be working to get him transferred closer to his family 
on the Turtle Mountain Reservation in North Dakota. Second, his legal team will continue to work on a possible 
parole hearing for early summer. Third, the attorney in Peltier’s first-amendment case in Seattle, Wash., is 
prepared for trial this summer. Despite strong support by former U.S. Attorney James Reynolds, 55 members of 
Congress and international dignitaries including Bishop Desmond Tutu, the U.S. government refuses to release 
Peltier, whose health is rapidly failing after more than four decades of incarceration. To make a donation to 
Peltier’s legal effort and to support his campaign for freedom, please go to the ILPDC Facebook Page 
(facebook.com/PeltierHQ/)  and to the fundraiser. (tinyurl.com/yxtkb77a) This is the year to free Leonard 
Peltier!” See https://fundrazr.com/e1lwxe?ref=ab_39woXa_ab_0RczzOepD4l0RczzOepD4l 

Free Ruchell Cinque Magee (ongoing) 

“Free Ruchell “Cinque” Magee, 81-year-old political prisoner held unjustly for 57 
years. Ruchell “Cinque” Magee is the longest-held political prisoner in the United 
States. He is now 81 years old, and due to the joint risk of the COVID-19 crisis on 
top of the poor conditions inside California prisons he needs attention, respect, 
and justice now more than ever! Read more at: 
https://www.liberationnews.org/free-ruchell-cinque-magee/EnEspañol: 
https://www.liberationnews.org/libertad-para-ruchell-cinque-magee/  Article by 
Kiilu Nyasha (2017): https://sfbayview.com/2017/02/ruchell-cinque-magee-sole-
survivor-of-the-aug-7-1970-courthouse-slave-rebellion/“  
See petition: https://www.change.org/p/pardon-ruchell-cinque-magee 
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Support SF Bay View -PLEASE DONATE NOW (ongoing) 
”The San Francisco Bay View National Black Newspaper is doing an April fundraiser to keep Black media alive 
and keep our voices loud! Read and learn: www.sfbayview.com. Without Black media, there is no learning the 
depth and breadth of Black history to lead the charge forward to dismantling systems of oppression and 

envisioning what can take its place. Without funding, there 
is no Black media. We want to make sure you can get those 
tax deductions, so mark your donation as for our nonprofit 
organization HRIN and we will send you a donation 
acknowledgment letter.   
We need your help to make sure the voices of the people 
are heard and media stays independent! DONATE TODAY! 
Learn about us and the work we do at www.sfbayview.com.” 
See https://www.gofundme.com/f/fundraiser-for-the-bay-
view-newspaper 
(photo retrieved from SF Bay View) 

 
Support the Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network! (Ongoing) 
Each One Reach One 
”The BPP Alumni Legacy Network is composed of original Black Panther Party members passionate individuals, 
elected official’s community organizations, educational institutions, and community-oriented businesses that 
not only have their own well-being at heart but also have a passion for every member of the community to live 

long prosper and grow educationally, socially, and 
economically from generation to generation. Together 
we embrace the legacy of the 63 documented social 
service programs created and implemented by original 
Black Panther Party members that grew out of the 10-
point and program of the Party. Now is the time to come 
together to use our knowledge and collective resources 
to lay the foundation for self-determination and 
generational prosperity that will only be established thru 
our efforts. Join Us!!” “Donate to Black Panther Legacy 
Network. B.P.P. Legacy Network is seeking to build a 
network of “legacy keepers” who are already doing 
community work as well as educate anyone who wants 
to bridge the gap of knowledge from the time of the BPP 
to the present. Donations are tax-deductible under as a 
non-profit through the Pledge Group Foundation 
501(c)3, B.P.P. Legacy Keepers.” See 
https://bppalumnilegacynetwork.org/ 
“In a historic rare collaboration, Destroy Art Inc. is 
granted access to sell Black Panther merchandise by 
artist John Yates aka Stealworks.  
50% of all sales is donated back to the Black Panther 
Alumni Legacy Network. 
To purchase the All Power to the People collection and 
support the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network go to: 
https://ap2tp.bigcartel.com/.  

(Photo’s retrieved from https://bppalumnilegacynetwork.org/) 
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(New Calls for Action) 
 
Action call from Occupied Palestine: Palestinian Prisoners’ Week April 17-23 

”The Call for Liberation and Steadfastness 17-23 April 2021. A week of action 
to support the steadfastness of the Palestinian prisoners’ movement and to 
liberate the detainees from Israeli occupation prisons. We, in the Samidoun 
Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network in Occupied Palestine, today call 
upon all the democratic and progressive forces of the world and all friends of 
the Palestinian people, liberation movements, solidarity organizations and 
movements, to join us in this call for rights and justice. We call upon you 
today with a free Palestinian cry to the global conscience to stand firmly and 
clearly with the Palestinian people’s struggle and their legitimate and 
continuous resistance until victory and liberation. For suggested actions, 
rallies & letter writing see: https://samidoun.net/2021/04/action-call-from-

occupied-palestine-palestinian-prisoners-week-17-23-april-2021/“ 
 
 
ANSWER Coalition: SF. Justice for George Floyd is No More Cop Terror! April 20 

“April 20 @ 5pm. 24th & Mission, SF. 
Rally & speak out out against racist police 
terror! Though Chauvin was convicted on 
all 3 counts, we know it was the power of 
the people, not the courts, that made this 
happen. The fight for true justice is far 
from over, join us!”  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
PETITION: Content warning: Police shot and killed Ma’Khia BryantApril 20 

“A Black teenager named Ma’Khia Bryant was shot 
and killed by police in Columbus, OH on Tuesday. 
Ma’Khia had called the police for help. But a white 
officer ended up shooting Ma’Khia four times in the 
chest. The community is now demanding justice. 
“We will not let Ma’Khia become just another 
hashtag,” writes the group Justice for Ma’Khia 
Bryant. Sign their petition to demand accountability 
for Ma’Khia’s death.” See 
https://www.change.org/p/justice-for-ma-khia-
bryant-9d8d6511-b499-40f1-8b20-5b61d08b7193 
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ANSWER COALITION: Two actions on his birthday to free Mumia Abu-Jamal! FREE MUMIA! The only 
treatment is freedom! Oakland March & Car Caravan April 20 & 24  

 
“Join us for demonstrations to call for Mumia’s release! April 24th, 2021, 12 
Noon (Mumia’s Birthday) – March and Car Caravan, Oscar Grant Plaza (14th 
and Broadway) to Alameda County Courthouse, 1221 Fallon Street 
Rally on the steps of the Alameda County Courthouse, where the Panthers 
demonstrated for Huey Newton, on Mumia’s Birthday! April 24th, 2021, 3 pm, 
California United 4 Mumia Rally & Holy Ground Ceremony Mandela Parkway & 
Dr. Huey Newton Street14th and Broadway, Oakland CALIFORNIA4MUMIA”   
 
 
 
 

 

PETITION: Rally in Portsmouth calls for man’s release from prison—Clemency for a mentally disabled teen 
sentenced to more than 80 years in prison May 15 
“Ronald Davis now 40, was a high school teen when he and two other committed several robberies throughout 
Hampton Roads area. If he serves the minimum sentence, he will be about 88 when he is released. In his final 
days in office former Virginia Governor Bob McDonald failed to commute the sentence of Ronald Davis, a 
Portsmouth man convicted as a high school teen of armed robbery and sentenced to more than 80 years. The 
pardon denial leaves Davis, now 37, with less hope of ever returning home to his family.” See 
https://www.change.org/p/governor-of-virginia-clemency-for-a-mentally-disabled-teen-sentenced-to-78-years-
in-prison 
 

 
PETITION: On Palestinian Prisoners’ Day: PALESTINIAN PRISONERS AND DETAINEES IN THE FACE OF 
APARTHEID April 21 
“SIGN, JOIN AND SHARE OUR PETITION calling the ICC Office of the Prosecutor to look into and investigate the 
war crime of intentionally denying Palestinian prisoners their right to a fair trial as part of the Israeli apartheid 
regime, and further call for the end of prosecuting Palestinian civilians in Israeli military courts.” See 
http://addameer.org/media/4364 
 
 
All out for Mumia-Philly April 23-25 
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See https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16mMcEP5pCRCB5L6aei50Jj8_CdnQEbd4e9T8jOyLio0/viewform 
 

Happy Birthday Mumia—His Only Treatment is Freedom  April 24 
 

CALIFORNIA4MUMIA 
HOLY GROUND CEREMONY 
APRIL 24 AT 3PM  
AT CENTER & HUEY NEWTON ST., Oakland, CA 
PROCESSION TO MANDELA PARKWAY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

COME DEMAND FREEDOM FOR VETERAN BLACK PANTHERS MUMIA ABU-JAMAL & RUSSELL “MAROON” 
SHOATZ AND TO GET JUSTICE FOR WALTER WALLACE JR. ~ ALL OUT TO PHILLY ON SATURDAY APRIL 24TH & 
SUNDAY APRIL 25TH  April 24-25                                       

”The State is slowly killing Mumia Abu-Jamal (unfairly convicted 
and imprisoned since 1981) through medical neglect. He’s still 
recovering from COVID. He has Congenital Heart Disease. He has 
Cirrhosis of the Liver & a severe skin ailment. They want him to die 
in prison. WE SAY NO!!!! Join us in Philly this year, as Mumia turns 
67 on Saturday, April 24th. Let Mumia know that we will fight 
against the state’s attempt to murder him! In spite of a pandemic, 
we were thousands in the street against the murders of George 
Floyd, Breonna Taylor and Walter Wallace Jr. Come out now to stop 
the murder of Mumia - before it’s too late! This weekend will 
feature a series of events that uplift the things he fights for. We will 

honor other freedom fighters, and remember Walter Wallace Jr, who was murdered just six months ago - as we 
let the state know, WE WANT MUMIA HOME! THE OFFICIAL SCHEDULE OF ONLINE & ON THE GROUND IN 
PHILLY EVENTS 
Friday, April 23, 2021 - The People For Mumia! 
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm (EST)-Virtual Fundraiser & Speak Out: Activists, Youth, Writers, Musicians express what 
Mumia means to the Movement today. 
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Saturday, April 24, 2021 - Taking the Streets for Mumia! 2:00 pm - 6:00 pm (EST) Rally & March Demanding 
Mumia’s Immediate Release - It’s Mumia’s 67th Birthday!!! 
 

Sunday, April 25, 2021 - In the Spirit of Maroon!  –  Long Live Walter Wallace! 8:00 
am – 1:00 pm (EST) 
Community Clean up, Prayer & Celebration at Maroon Garden in honor of Russell 
Maroon Shoatz, 58th & Spruce then we TAKE TO THE STREETS! 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
(EST) Arrive at Malcolm X Park to remember Walter Wallace, Jr. & continue to honor 
Maroon, Mumia & all Freedom Fighters. NOTE @ 6 PM: In observance of Ramadan 
folks are invited to return & break-fast in the Maroon Garden. 
 
 

 
 

PETITION: MOVE Press Conference 4/26: Addressing UPenn & Princeton’s Theft of Bones of Murdered MOVE 
Children& Protest Action April 26& 28 
1. PETITION:”For decades, Penn Museum at University of Pennsylvania unethically held hostage the remains of 
Delisha Africa and Tree Africa, two children killed in the May 13, 1985 bombing of MOVE by the city of 
Philadelphia.They did so without the knowledge and consent of their living family members, who believed they 
were buried in 1985. This means that not only were MOVE children abused and mistreated, bombed and 
burned by the police, now we find out that they have not been allowed to rest in peace. We demand answers, 
the return of the remains of Delisha and Tree Africa, and justice for MOVE. Sign on and share demands at 
bit.ly/justiceforMOVE. 
The demands are: 
1-immediate return of remains of Delisha and Tree Africa 
2-full investigation of Penn and Princeton’s role in the unethical possession of their remains 
3-fire Penn faculty and curator Janet Monge 
4-a formal apology from Princeton and Penn 
5-reparations for these atrocities 
SEE YOU IN THE STREETS ON 4/28 AT PENN MUSEUM”  
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5J3N1D10Fcw 
 
2. ACTION: MOVE Children Should Not Be Subjects of Experimentation! – April 28th  
The Community Supports and Gathers With MOVE at Penn Museum to Protest The Immoral Use of Children’s 
Remains. On April 28, 2021 at 5:30 PM, community members will gather to protest Penn Museum at the 
University of Pennsylvania. This protest comes after members of The MOVE organization learned that the 
remains of two Black girls in their family - Tree Africa, 14, and Delisha Africa, 12 - were unethically taken and 
used as research material at the Penn Museum and Princeton Anthropology Department without the consent 
or knowledge of their families. Details of this news were published in the Philadelphia Inquirer and Billy Penn 
Magazine on April 21st, followed by the Guardian Newspaper and the New York Times. The girls were victims of 
the Philadelphia Police Department, which dropped a bomb on MOVE’s house on May 13th, 1985. The assault 
killed eleven MOVE Members including the two girls. The bombing also killed the founder of the organization, 
John Africa. 
“For far too long justice has been denied to my family. We have been treated egregiously in life and even in 
death. I want my family members to be accounted for and I want those responsible for their mishandling to be 
held accountable,” said Mike Africa, Jr, a MOVE Member and a descendant of MOVE Members murdered in the 
bombing. Mike Africa, Jr. will be joined by Black Lives Matter Philly and other activists in Philadelphia. They will 
lead a protest against the Penn Museum for Penn’s taking of Tree and Delisha’s remains tomorrow, Wed., April 
28, 2021 at 5:30 pm.” 
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Upcoming Events to End Perpetual Punishment April 29 
“We have much to celebrate. Two Justice Roadmap bills – the HALT Solitary Confinement Act & the Marijuana 
Regulation and Taxation Act – are now law. But we are far from done. Each day in New York State, thousands of 
elders languish behind bars, families are weighted down by predatory court debt, and millions of New Yorkers 
are denied jobs or housing because of old conviction records. Join us throughout April for rallies, advocacy 
days and actions as we fight to end perpetual punishment: April 29th: Clean Slate Advocacy Day: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfEstQNzuQHIBuRSVT64LUSFF44abO4mar4s5zecD77qR1ehg/viewf
orm 
 

SAVE THE DATE, REGISTER NOW, SPREAD THE WORD & COME JOIN  US IN THE FREE RUSSELL “MAROON” 
SHOATZ NOW - CAR CARAVAN! SUNDAY, MAY 2ND: @ 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM (EST) May 2 

”DRIVERS WITH VEHICLES” & “CONSCIOUS HIP HOP SPOKEN WORD-
FREE STYLE ARTISTS” TO SIGN UP & JOIN THIS SUNDAY’S MAY 2ND 
“CAR CARAVAN OF LOVE” TO PERSUADE GOVERNOR TOM WOLF TO 
IMMEDIATELY RELEASE FROM PRISON; 77 YEAR OLD STAGE 4 CANCER 
& COVID INFECTED VETERAN BLACK PANTHER POLITICAL PRISONER 
RUSSELL “MAROON” SHOATZ & ALL OTHER PENNSYLVANIA INFIRMED 
ELDERS & POLITICAL PRISONERS LIKE MUMIA & “THE PHILLY 5” 
CAPTURED IN THE 70’S & 80’S... THESE ELDERLY BLACK FREEDOM 
FIGHTERS NEED TO SPEND THEIR LAST DAYS WITH DIGNITY AMONG 
FAMILY & FRIENDS; AND NOT DIE ALONE IN PRISON.  
SIGN UP HERE:https://bit.ly/freemaroon 
SUNDAY, MAY 2, 2021-”Free Maroon & Our Elders Car Caravan Of 
Love” FOR MORE INFORMATION:https://linktr.ee/FreeMaroonNow or  
Panthershepcat@aol.com“ “Here is the link to the You tube channel 
“xspiritmental maroon” for the live stream bitly.com/maroonstream 
 
 
 

 
Afro Roots | May 4th | Kamau Kokayi, M.D. | Pandemic, Immunity, and The Path Forward 
“Afro Roots Tuesdays presents: Kamau Kokayi, M.D. Pandemic, Immunity, and The Path Forward 
Tuesday, May 4th, 7:30–9 pm (NYC time) with special guest musicians (to be announced) Via Zoom. 
REGISTER HERE: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82951910289#success Join Afro Roots Tuesdays on May 4th at 
7:30pm for a special edition as we invite Dr Kamau Kokayi back to discuss: Pandemic, Immunity and The Path 
Forward. There has been a rapid unfolding of events over the last two months that are drastically affecting our 
communities. The whole concept of immunity has been brought into question as some institutions seek to 
redefine it. All over the world, we are all now grappling with the question of what is immunity and what is the 
path forward. How can we walk into a future where we have the best possible chance for a healthy and 
balanced existence, on an individual basis as well as for humanity itself, not because we are vaxxed repeatedly, 
but because we have a created a strong and dynamic immune system, in an ecosystem we are trying to restore. 
We need to create another narrative about the coronavirus, one consistent with science, but also consistent 
with the larger truth about our interdependence with all the life forms on this planet. We will need to be asking 
how do we “Get Right Within”? Join Dr Kokayi has he takes another look at a functional, bio energetic immune 
system, to see what is possible and where we can have the most beneficial impact. Let’s take another look at 
the concept of herd immunity. This event will be free to join, however we ask that you kindly donate to the 
initiative to distribute Vitamin D3 and life-saving information to communities “Get Right Within”. We will make 
that donation link available at the event.”  
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Rally for Mutulu ShakurMay 4 

Rally : 12pm-2pm, O5/04/21 
Jasper P. Driver Plaza 
Genoa Street @ 61st St. and Stanford Ave,  
Oakland, CA 94608 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
PETITION: Tulsa’s officials are whitewashing Black Wall Street. May 7 

”This month, for the 100th Anniversary of the Tulsa Race 
Massacre, Tulsa, Oklahoma’s city officials plan to host a 
monumental celebration of racial progress and reconciliation 
while they are actively denying justice to the survivors and 
descendants of this horrific tragedy. Tulsa’s government has 
repeatedly denied reparations to the descendants and survivors. 
Now, for the centennial year celebration, the mayor is co-opting 
their movement for justice by instead promoting the 1921 Tulsa 

Race Riot Centennial Commission—a group that has excluded and refused to meet with survivor Mother Randle, 
yet claim to be working in honor of her. While the Centennial Commission received $30 million in funding for 
the celebration and stands to gain more in revenue from the upcoming Greenwood Rising Museum, Mother 
Randle still lives in poverty at age 106. This is simply theft—theft of her legacy, image, and pain. We cannot 
allow the city leaders to champion their revisionist history and continue to exploit the very people affected by 
it.In 1921, Tulsa’s historically Black Greenwood district, known as Black Wall Street, was destroyed by a white 
mob that included city and county leaders. Out of fear and jealousy of Black economic success, they burned and 
looted the thriving community of Black businesses and families, killing hundreds and forcing thousands to flee 
the area. Over the years, the government resurrected Greenwood into a whitewashed commercial district that 
is primarily owned by wealthy white developers while pricing Tulsa’s Black entrepreneurs out of the area. In 
rebuilding the district, city leaders implemented “race-neutral” policies, which benefited everyone but Tulsa’s 
Black entrepreneurs, who should be the primary owners of that land. Now the 1921 Tulsa Race Riot Centennial 
Commission is using the anniversary of the massacre as another opportunity to profit from the pain of Black 
people. We cannot allow city leaders to continue to erase Greenwood’s Black community.” Sign here: 
https://act.colorofchange.org/sign/black-wall-street-100/ 
 
Onondowaga Protectors Fundraiser May 7 
“What- Spaghetti Meatball & Chinese Auction-Price- Adults $12.00 --  $ 8.00 Seniors & Kids includes spaghetti, 
salad and dessert Please call 716-816-5338 to place your order!When- May 5th 2021 @ 12 pm to sold out! 
Where- 1299 West avenue, Buffalo Why- We have been called to action to help protect the waters of the 
Mississippi against Endbridge Pipeline 3. We’re fundraising to attend the Mayday Mayday event on Mother’s 
day, May 9 in Palisade MN. This was a dream of Winona Laduke and Tania Aubid to have boats on the water.  All 
proceeds go towards our travel expenses. Please practice Covid 19 Protocols, Face Masks and Social Distance. 
Raffle some amazing items. Tickets are $20 a piece or 7 tickets for $100 for a chance of at least 6 items. The 
items include skirts Black n’ Red, Blue and one Made to order, 2 turtle picture frames, horn rattle by Art 
Johnson, hummingbird hand painted by Mary Gates, beaded card holder, family portraits by Tahila Corwin up to 
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250 value, 5 books from Burning Books value of over $100, other things have been donated also well. Nya wëh 
for your support. You can buy tickets at Burning Books or online by sending money to Darelyn Spruce of the 
Onondowaga Protectors” https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/DarelynSpruce 
 
Answer Coalition: Protests in 38+ U.S. cities: Stand with Palestine! Say NO to apartheid! May 12-16 
“If you have information about an action in your area, or if you are planning an action, please let us know by 
clicking here.Statement by the ANSWER Coalition – Act Now to Stop War & End Racism: 
In response to the mobilization of tens of thousands of Palestinians to defend the right to live in the Palestinian 
neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah in East Jerusalem and worship at the Al-Aqsa mosque, Israel has unleashed 
murderous actions all across occupied Palestine. Al-Aqsa is an iconic national symbol of the Palestinian people 
and one of the holiest sites in Islam, and has been repeatedly targeted by Zionist extremists who want to take it 
over. The Israeli government has indicated that it is prepared for a drawn out military campaign against the  
Palestinian people. Click here to read the full statement: 
https://www.answercoalition.org/palestinians_resist_brutal_u_s_backed_israeli_repression 

 
If you have information about an action in your area, or if you are planning an action, please let us know by 
clicking herehttps://www.answercoalition.org/2021-05-palestine-solidarity-
form?utm_campaign=answer_may_11_2021_palestine&utm_campaign=palestine_2_may_12_2021&utm_med
ium=email&utm_medium=email&utm_source=answercoalition&utm_source=answercoalition.   
For updates on current and new actions, please check this page 
https://www.answercoalition.org/palestinians_resist_brutal_u_s_backed_israeli_repression“  
 
Palestinians need you now more than ever May 12 

“Eid is tomorrow, but as we write this, Israel is raining 
bombs on Gaza. Israeli lynch mobs are gathering and 
chanting “Death to Arabs” as they destroy Palestinian 
businesses and attack Palestinians. This is state-
sanctioned violence and ethnic cleansing—and US tax 
dollars are bankrolling it. It is long past time to call for 
sanctions on Israel. The least we can do is demand 
Congress take action now and revoke the $3.8 billion 
in annual military funding for Israel. We need YOU to 
send a letter to your representatives telling them it is  
urgent that we hold Israel accountable for its war 

crimes and that we support Palestinian freedom! #RiseUpWithPalestine from every river to every sea. 
Palestinians from Gaza to Lydd to Jerusalem need you now more than ever to speak out and DEMAND the US 
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government end their complicity in financing the ongoing atrocities against Palestinian lives. Take action here 
https://secure.everyaction.com/1bUDFJrq_kWz5sjKEeyoPQ2 
 
RAPP: Older Americans Month Advocacy Day May 13 
“May is Older Americans Month. As part of this month celebrating and centering our elders, join the People’s 
Campaign for Parole Justice for an all day advocacy day in support of the Elder Parole and Fair and Timely Parole 
bills. RSVP here to join us: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfIp3soHY2vWvUdr8T7-FRn0-18qab-
AswUIBzTGi-KcGNsAQ/viewform 
 
73rd Anniversary of the Nakba-SF May 15 

”Calling all families, communities, 
organizations, activists, social 
movements and friends of Palestine 
to join us in taking action to 
commemorate the 73rd year of the 
Palestinian catastrophe, Al Nakba. 
Saturday May 15th, 
12:00 -3:00pm: Street painting that is 
family friendly. 3:00-5:00pm: A 
community rally to commemorate 
Nakba. 
As we approach the anniversary of 
the Nakba, the colonization of 
Palestine and forced expulsion of 

Palestinians continues. This is apparent everywhere in occupied territories, its most clear in the heart 
ofJerusalem, Palestine’s capital: in town called Sheikh Jarrah, where Palestinian families are being threatened 
with imminent expulsion from their homes by the Israeli regime and its colonial settlers. As we mark 73 years of 
Nakba, we also celebrate 73 years of international resistance and struggle for liberation. 
We are following CDC guidelines of social distancing, sanitizers and masks will be available, so please be safe! 
#DefendJerusalem  #SaveSheikhJarrah  #Nakba73” 
 
The Alternative Path (MasarBadil) announces the Week of Palestinian Struggle – May 15-22  

“The Preparatory Committee calls upon the masses of the Palestinian 
people, inside Palestine and in exile and diaspora, to participate broadly in 
expressing their voice and reclaiming their rights through organizing for 
the Week of Palestinian Struggle in mid-May 2021. This week of struggle 
restores a central revolutionary slogan from the history of the Palestinian 
liberation struggle and the Palestinian and Arab fedayeen (freedom 
fighters). We call upon all to confront the forces of normalization and 
defeat by developing and escalating the comprehensive boycott of the 
Zionist entity and all its institutions, supporting the struggles of the 
Palestinian prisoner movement in the prisons of the Zionist enemy, and 
strengthening the steadfastness of our struggling people in all of occupied 
Palestine.” See https://masarbadil.org/en/2021/04/1094/“Defend 

Jerusalem, Rally for Return and Liberation: Take Action for the Week of Palestinian Struggle 15-22 May. 
Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network urges organizations, activists, social movements and friends 
of Palestine everywhere to take action to defend Jerusalem, rally for Palestinians’ right to return, and act for 
justice and liberation for all of Palestine. We join in the call for the Week of Action for Palestinian Struggle, 15-
22 May 2021: take action, march, rally, protest, organize and struggle for Palestine!” 
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From Gaza to Jerusalem: Confront massacres and ethnic cleansing, support Palestinian resistance! May 15-22 

”As violent colonial settlers march through occupied 
Palestinian Jerusalem and to the Al-Aqsa Mosque – 
after Israeli occupation forces injured hundreds of 
Palestinians in their attacks on worshippers, Israeli 
drone warplanes just murdered nine Palestinians in 
Gaza, including three children, in Beit Hanoun. 
Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network 
urges all Palestinian, Arab and international 
supporters of Palestine to escalate their organizing 
and struggle to confront massacres and ethnic 
cleansing and support Palestinian resistance!” 

“The Palestinian armed resistance are freedom fighters, not only for Palestine confronting Zionism, but on the 
front lines of the international battle to fight imperialism and colonialism, the greatest threat to the peoples of 
the world. These Palestinian fighters confront the Israeli military machine, which does not stand alone but is 
backed by over $3.8 billion in U.S. military aid annually. Our solidarity must affirm Palestinian resistance, 
Palestinian return, and Palestinian liberation, throughout the entire land of occupied Palestine. Join us in the 
Week of Palestinian Struggle from 15-22 May — and right now, urgently, before the week officially begins — to 
escalate our organizing, resistance and action to support the Palestinians struggling, resisting, fighting and 
facing the most severe, brutal and deadly colonial violence on the front lines of liberation struggle.” “Defend 
Palestine! Down with Zionism! End ALL U.S. Aid to Israel! Across the globe millions are outraged at the crimes 
they see, the videos of mass destruction. Make our rage heard! The International Action Center calls for all 
progressive and anti-imperialist forces to join mass demonstrations around the world in solidarity with 
Palestinian resistance. The Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network has compiled a list of over 100 
actions taking place in the coming days. See https://samidoun.net/2021/04/defend-jerusalem-rally-for-return-
and-liberation-take-action-for-the-week-of-palestinian-struggle-15-22-may/ 
 

Community Events & Resources 

(April 15-May 15, 2021) 
 

 
NYC Jericho Mothers’ Day Postcards April 16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Example of back of card) 
 

“NYC Jericho has produced a postcard for Mothers’ Day (and possibly Fathers’ Day as well). 
We ask people download the picture as a photo, jpeg, or pdf and write a message on the back of these 
cards.NYC Jericho will collect and mail them to Philly DA Krasner and PA Governor Wolf. People can be creative 
and write their own message, and children can be creative and draw something if they want. We think this is a 
good way to get people involved and to keep the pressure on the powers that be. Download and print the post 
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card, fill them out and mail them to: New York City Jericho Movement, PO Box 670927, Bronx, NY 10467 by May 
1st” 
 
Daunte Wright’s Mother TV Interview April 16 
“Daunte Wright’s mother did an interview with Good Morning America.” See https://www.change.org/p/us-
senate-hands-up-act/u/28878541 
 
Report Back: Palestinian Prisoners’ Action Week 2021: Global action report and growing solidarity April 17-23 

”Organizations and activists around the world demanded freedom 
for Palestinian political prisoners as part of the Palestinian 
Prisoners’ Week of Action between 17 and 23 April. Every year, 
since 1974, Palestinians, Arabs and internationalists 
commemorate a day of action on 17 April, Palestinian Prisoners’ 
Day. This week of action involves protests, boycott actions, 
mobilization and education to demand freedom for all Palestinian 
prisoners jailed by Israel, expose the complicity of imperialist and 

reactionary regimes and stand with the Palestinian people and the Palestinian resistance. The Week of Action 
also comes to a close as Palestinians in Jerusalem and throughout Palestine are resisting escalating attacks by 
the Israeli occupation, including racist Zionist mobs roaming the streets of occupied Jerusalem and the 
threatened expulsion of Palestinian families from the neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah, both manifestations of 
the ongoing Nakba carried out by the Israeli regime against the Palestinian people.” For full Report see 
https://samidoun.net/2021/04/palestinian-prisoners-action-week-2021-global-action-report-and-growing-
solidarity/ 
 
Charmaine Lawson Calls on Witnesses to ‘Do the Right Thing’ April 18 

”Lawson four year anniversary” Standing before about 150 
people who turned out to support her on Saturday to mark 
the fourth anniversary of her son’s killing, Charmaine Lawson 
delivered a simple plea. “To get a phone call that your child 
was viciously taken? That’s hard. It’s hard,” she said, recalling 
the morning she learned her 19-year-old son David Josiah 
Lawson had been fatally stabbed at an Arcata house party. 
“And you have to go identify your child’s body? That’s hard. 
You have to pick out a casket? It’s hard. It is the hardest thing 
you’ll have to do. And I only say that because I need the 
person responsible for my son’s murder to come forward. I 

need people who were at the party that night and saw what happened to come forward. Do the right thing. Just 
do the right thing.” See https://www.northcoastjournal.com/NewsBlog/archives/2021/04/18/charmaine-
lawson-calls-on-witnesses-to-do-the-right-thing (Photo: Charmaine Lawson approaches the finish line of the 
inaugural run in memory of her son. Photo retrieved from website article) 
 
Ralph Poynter: What’s Happening Tuesday, April 20, 2021-Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET April 20 
“1  NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An 
anatomy of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Paul 
Gilman, Henry Hagins, Dolores Cox, Nellie Hester Bailey   
2.  Updates from the Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho), Gil Obler (Free Mumia 
Coalition-NYC) 
3. Prof. Louie: Liberation Poetry- In remembrance of Sister Lynne” 
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Water Protector Steve Martinez Released from Grand Jury Detention April 20 

 
See https://bsnorrell.blogspot.com/2021/04/water-protector-steve-martinez-released.html 
 
May Day letter-writing for Anarchist Prisoners April 20 
WHAT: Political Prisoner Letter-Writing Dinner  WHEN: 7pm sharp, Tuesday, April 20th, 2021  WHERE: your 
home (or wherever you happen to be)   COST: Free. NYC ABC is an anarchist collective that supports political 
prisoners captured in liberation and anti-oppression struggles from a wide range of political or spiritual 
traditions. In other words, though we subscribe to anti-authoritarian principles, we don’t only support 
anarchists behind bars. But the May Day season is one in which we focus on those who struggle for a world 
without borders or bosses. So, in remembrance of the Haymarket Martyrs—in whose honor May Day became 
known as an international workers’ day—we focus this week’s 
letter-writing on anarchists imprisoned for their beliefs and actions. Instead of getting together to sign and send 
May Day cards as we have in previous years, this week NYC ABC and Page One Collective are asking folks to 
write letters or send books to one or more of the anarchist political prisoners we currently support, including 
Bill Dunne, Casey Brezik, and Gage Halupowski. Unfortunately, anarchist political prisoner Eric King is currently 
on mail ban, so can’t receive letters. But he can receive books and magazines! Here is the link to Eric’s book 
wish list: https://tiny.cc/EK_Books 
Casey Brezik #1154765, Jefferson City Correctional Center, 8200 No More Victims Road, Jefferson City, Missouri 
65101 
Bill Dunne #10916-086, FCI Victorville Medium I, Post Office Box 3725, Adelanto, California 92301 
Gage Halupowski #21894460, Snake River Correctional Institution, 777 Stanton Boulevard, Ontario, Oregon 
97914-8335” See https://nycabc.wordpress.com/2021/04/18/mayday2021 
 
From Decolonization To Liberation on www.radiojustice.org at 4:00pm Pacific Time, 7pm eastern time on 
Wednesday April 21 
“Dr. Ricardo Alvarez, personal Medical Consultant to Mumia Abu Jamal, speaks out about Mumia and provides 
us a recent Medical Update on Mumia’s medical challenges and most recent surgical procedure. 
Second segment of From Decolonization to Liberation: a Report from Sister Charlene Muhamad of the show 
Liberated Sisters on the Verdict in the Murder of Brother George Floyd. Tune In to www.radiojustice.org and 
check out the Calendar for times of our show From Decolonization To Liberation tomorrow Special at 4pm 
Pacific and 7pm eastern time. Free Mumia We Must, Lawrence Reyes” 
 
OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN POSCAST- Sunday Conversation: Black Panther Party Presentation The Health Crisis 
in Black America April 21 
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnM2DoQcOu4 
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All the FIRE artist and podcasts live from the PRISON RIOT!!! April 22 
See https://prisonriotradio.com/ 
 
An illustrated history of COVID in prison April 22 
“At the start of the pandemic, we asked four incarcerated people to chronicle daily life with the coronavirus. 
Here, they reveal what they witnessed and how they coped with the chaos, fear, isolation and deaths.” “When 
the pandemic first started, I thought of all the men and women in prison I’d interviewed over the years. Even on 
the best days, prison can be a soul-crushing place. Now the pandemic was stripping away many of the things 
that make incarceration bearable: Visitors were shut out. College classes ended abruptly or moved online. 
Recreation time was limited. To make matters worse, many prisons are old, dank and crowded spaces. They are 
notorious for subpar medical care. If the coronavirus found its way in, it could spread like a deadly wildfire.” See 
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/04/23/how-we-survived-covid-19-in-prison Also available in 
downloadable PDF: https://d63kb4t2ifcex.cloudfront.net/covidillustratednarrative/assets/how-we-survived-
covid-19-in-prison.a9a40027.pdf“ 
 
We Answer: International Tribunal 2021: Why Now? What to Do! April 23 

 
“Featuring Jalil Muntaqim, Nkechi Taifa, Jihad Abdulmumit, Pam 
Africa, Lenny Foster, Dequi Kioni-sadiki, A’isha Mohammad, Matt 
Meyer” 
REGISTER at: https://www.crowdcast.io/e/international-
tribunaland check out the video if you could not 
attend!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvNulYaHFxU 
 
***Stay tuned for our upcoming webinars!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Links to Videos of April 23-25 Mumia, Maroon, Walter Wallace Events and 4/26 MOVE Press Conference April 
23-26 
“1. All Out For Mumia: Virtual Fundraiser & Speak Out (Friday, April 23 @ 6pm EDT): https://youtu.be/-
SgwJoDcVO8 
2. Spirit of Mandela Webinar on International Tribunal 2021 (Friday, April 23, 2021 @ 8 pm EDT): We Answer — 
International Tribunal 2021: Why Now? What to Do!: https://www.crowdcast.io/e/international-tribunal/ For 
more information: spiritofmandela.org/; spiritofmandela1@gmail.com 
3. All Out For Mumia - Taking The Streets For Mumia (Sat., April 24 @ 2pm EDT): https://youtu.be/JmrZv6SyKr8 
For more information visit: letmumiaout.com; mobilization4mumia.com; jamaljournal.blogspot.com; 
freemumia.com  
4. All Out For Mumia - In The Spirit Of Maroon! Long Live Walter Wallace Jr! (Sun., April 25th @ 8 am EDT): 
https://youtu.be/Bflgp9FLnJM For more information, visit: https://linktr.ee/FreeMaroonNow 
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5. All Out For Mumia - In The Spirit Of Maroon! Long Live Walter Wallace Jr! (March & Rally) (Sun., April 25th @ 
1 pm EDT)- This is the march from the Maroon Garden to Malcolm X Park and the rally there 
https://youtu.be/_K_rs2FiHQk 
6. MOVE Press Conference 4/26: Addressing UPenn & Princeton’s Theft of Bones of Murdered MOVE Children: 
Sign on and share demands at bit.ly/justiceforMOVE” 
 
ENTREVISTANDO JALIL MUNTAQIM: A LUTA PELA LIBERDADE/INTERVIEWING JALIL MUNTAQIM: THE FIGHT 
FOR FREEDOM April 24 
See Interview with Jalil Muntaqim at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XINhK_HicNA&t=1s 
 
Maroon Day of Service, Dawah & Community Iftar April 25 

 
Event: “Maroon Day of Service, Dawah & Community Iftar  
Date: April 25th 2021. 
Time:  8am -1pm  
Location: GISCSG &Totland 266-268  S. 58th street.”  
For details see https://fb.me/e/16FFriq69 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The Committee To Eliminate Media Offensive To African People (CEMOTAP) Invites To Attend An Urgent 
SUNDAY APRIL 25th FREEDOM FIGHTER WEEKEND EVENT @ 2:00 PM. IF YOU CAN NOT BE IN PHILLY ON 
SUNDAY, APRIL 25TH FOR CAPTURED VETERAN BLACK PANTHERS MUMIA ABU-JAMAL & RUSSELL MAROON 
SHOATZ; THEN JOIN US FOR THIS URGENT C.E.M.O.T.A.P. FORUM ON U.S.FEDERAL & STATE GOVERNMENT 
HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS & PRISONERS OF WAR!  April 25 

”The 8th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution supposedly 
outlaws Cruel and Unusual Punishment. Some of the 8th 
Amendment decisions the Supreme court has issued 
dealt with inordinately long sentences , sentences that 
are disparate with respect to length of sentence and the 
crime committed, and harsh treatment such as torture or 
in some cases, the death penalty that are  thought to be 
cruel and unusual. Members of the Medical Professionals 
for Mumia, Ricardo Alvarez and James McIntosh, MD. 
including Mumia, Abu Jamal’s chosen physician, will 
review with attendees the medical neglect, mistreatment 
and outright torture and inordinately long sentences of 
U.S. Held Political Prisoners and compare these to the 

treatment of other prisoners and make the case that this treatment is in  violation of the 8th amendment. 
Lawyers and activists  including Veteran Movement Attorney Michael Warren, Forensic Psychiatrist and Surgeon 
Barbara Justice  and MOVE Minister of Confrontation, Pam Africa will respond to the presentations. The 
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Attorneys and Activists will respond to the presentations as to the potential of actually seeking relief under the 
8th amendment. There will never be a better time since the current president of the U.S was put in office 
largely because of the votes of Black People in the state of Georgia. where Jamil Al Amin, H. Rap Brown was 
living prior to arrest.” You can watch the video on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nK24pkGbcsk 
 
MOVE Press Conference 4/26: Addressing UPenn & Princeton’s Theft of Bones of Murdered MOVE Children 
April 26 
“For decades, Penn Museum at University of Pennsylvania unethically held hostage the remains of Delisha 
Africa and Tree Africa, two children killed in the May 13, 1985 bombing of MOVE by the city of Philadelphia. 
They did so without the knowledge and consent of their living family members, who believed they were buried 
in 1985.This means that not only were MOVE children abused and mistreated, bombed and burned by the 
police, now we find out that they have not been allowed to rest in peace. We demand answers, the return of 
the remains of Delisha and Tree Africa, and justice for MOVE. See Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5J3N1D10Fcw Sign on and share demands at bit.ly/justiceforMOVE 
 
Letter-writing for Mumia Abu-Jamal April 26 
“Mumia Abu-Jamal is a former Black Panther and internationally recognized award-winning journalist known as 
“the voice of the voiceless” for his many years spent writing about racism in Philadelphia, the murder of local 
MOVE members, people in prison, and more. It is now urgent that we raise our voices for the freedom of 
Mumia as he faces serious health complications from medical neglect inside prison.” See https://phillyabc.org/ 
 
The Struggle Against the Prison Industrial Complex-Online Class April 26 

”You are invited to join the Zinn Education Project on 
Monday, April 26, 2021, for a free online class with 
historian Garrett Felber and abolitionist organizer Stevie 
Wilson, who will discuss the growth of the prison industrial 
complex and resistance movements. Garrett Felber is the 
author of Those Who Know Don’t Say: The Nation of Islam, 
the Black Freedom Movement and the Carceral State and is 
involved with the Study and Struggle project 
https://uncpress.org/book/9781469653822/those-who-

know-dont-say/.  Stevie Wilson is a prison abolitionist, organizer, and educator 
https://www.aaihs.org/imagining-a-new-world-without-cages-an-interview-with-stephen-wilson/. High school 
teacher and Rethinking Schools editor Jesse Hagopian will lead the conversation. (Wilson will join through pre-
recorded audio.) The class begins at 4:00 pm PT / 7:00 pm ET and runs for 90 minutes. ASL is provided. Register 
to receive the Zoom link ahead of the class https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/the-carceral-state-online-
class/. This event is one in a series of online classes that are part of the Zinn Education Project’s Teach the Black 
Freedom Struggle campaign.” See https://www.zinnedproject.org/campaigns/teach-black-freedom-struggle/ 
 
Call for Art & Articles – Certain Days: Freedom for Political Prisoners Calendar 2022 April 26 
“Creating a New World in the Shell of the Old – the 21st edition of the Certain Days calendar. The Certain Days: 
Freedom for Political Prisoners Calendar collective (certaindays.org) will be releasing our 21st calendar this 
coming autumn. The 2022 theme is “Creating a New World in the Shell of the Old,” looking at collective 
approaches at creating a more inclusive and fulfilling world through mutual effort. We are looking for 12 pieces 
of art and 12 short essays to feature in the calendar, which hangs in more than 6,000 homes, workplaces, 
prison cells, and community spaces around the world. We encourage contributors to submit both new and 
existing work. We especially seek submissions from people in prison or jail, so please forward to any prison-
based artists and writers. Deadline:  June 14, 2021” For THEMES and  GUIDELINES see 
https://www.certaindays.org/ 
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Ralph Poynter: What’s Happening BlogTalkRadio, Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET April 27 
“We quote ‘By any means necessary’. We do by any means EXCEPT WHAT’S NECESSARY.”  
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy 
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester 
Bailey   
2. UPDATES from the Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho) 
3. Liberation Poetry – Prof. Louie – in remembrance of Sister Lynne” 
 
 
OSO BLANCO C.A.P. PROJECT April 27 

”The Oso Blanco C.A.P Store features greeting cards with 
authentic Native artwork by Byron Chubbuck (Oso Blanco) 
Political Prisoner, activist and artist, as well as other tribal 
enrolled Native artists! Oso Blanco’s C.A.P project benefits 
children of Chiapas in the Zapatista zone. 
Proceeds will go to Native children and immersion programs.” 
(Photo retrieved from Etsy Shop: Hummingbird-4 pack of greeting 
cards made by Political Prisoner, activist and artist Oso Blanco) 
See 
https://www.etsy.com/shop/OSOBLANCOCAPROJECT?ref=l2-
about-shopname 
 

 
 
Mumia Abu-Jamal: State Running Scared Trying to Make Sure He Dies in Prison: An Interview with Johanna 
Fernandez April 29 
“Mumia’s case always raises larger questions about the barbarism of the criminal justice system.”The state 
wants to make an example of people who resist the state to send a message that this is what might happen to 
you.” Ann Garrison: Mumia has finally had the open-heart surgery that his team and his wife had such a hard 
time getting any information about beforehand.J ohanna Fernandez: That’s correct. But Mumia’s chosen doctor, 
Dr. Ricardo Alvarez, has not been given access to the surgeons. Mumia was finally able to call his wife Wadiya 
Abu-Jamal several days before the surgery, but at that point he was very weak and was only able to whisper to 
her that he would be undergoing surgery two days later. He was allowed to call her after the surgery, and she 
said he sounded strong.” For full interview see 
https://www.blackagendareport.com/author/An%20Interview%20with%20Johanna%20Fernandez 
 
 
One Community, One Mic: Special ARTIVIST Episode! April 29-Dec 16 2021 

”We are here to celebrate the chosen ones that use their artistic 
expression to communicate. From the hieroglyphics on the wall of 
the pyramids to the hunting grounds in the Lascaux caves. We beat 
the drums from the Mayan temples to Hawaiian Islands. We’ve 
written the books, spoke the words, and made the films that 
document our journey from pain to healing. Constructed notes 
from the psalms to the songs, raps to poetry that calm the beast to 
allow souls to shine. We sculpted the great walls and monuments 
that stand the test of time and those that have been destroy as 

symbols of terror. Today we celebrate the artists that are activist, organizers, and martyrs so that you and I are 
reminded of the human struggle to understand the times we live in. We welcome Soul SistasRhodessa Jones, 
Valarie Ibarra, Reyna Brown, and Shani Shay, and Soul Brothas Minister Kurtis Blow Walker and Minister Caliph 
Muab’El to the first OCOM Artivist Showcase.  Join us on Zoom 
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https://lspc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_toJoDiGuTWSAfKCo5t9tEQ for One Community, One Mic, as we 
check in bi-weekly with AOUON members of over 30 chapters across the nation and special guests to see how 
both the pandemic and the national reaction to police violence is impacting our Communities.” Check out the 
following link to register and see all the dates from April-December 2021 
https://lspc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_toJoDiGuTWSAfKCo5t9tEQ 
 
 
The Ongoing Cost of Freedom with Russell Shoatz III April 30 
“From Russell Shaotz III: Come join me in virtually breaking fast/bread while watching “THE ONGOING COSTS 
OF FREEDOM” followed by a “LIVE” Talk Back with Russell Shoatz III and the film maker/director/interviewer 
Vagabond. All questions answered in the live talk after the film. Today, Fri., April 30th @ 7:30 pm EDT Zoom link: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87942803303“ 
 
 
Political Prisoner greeting card fundraiser April 30 
“Via Burning Books…”We’re excited to be carrying these greeting cards from the Children’s Art Project and 
featuring 4 different works of art by political prisoner, Oso Blanco.” “Cards are 5”x7” and blank inside. 
Order at  https://burningbooks.com/products/oso-blanco-greeting-cards. The Children’s Art Project (CAP) was 
first conceived by Indigenous political prisoner Oso Blanco several years ago.Imprisoned by the US government 
for expropriating from banks to fund the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN), Oso Blanco has been 
using art to continue his mission. These first four designs were all painted by Oso Blanco after he had been 
captured in 1999. Proceeds from the sale of these greeting cards will benefit children in the autonomous 
Zapatista zone of Chiapas, Mexico, and on reservations here on Turtle Island.Cards are 5”x7” and blank inside. 
Order at  https://burningbooks.com/products/oso-blanco-greeting-cards. Learn more at schoolsforchiapas.org 
& freeosoblanco.blogspot.com.” Write Oso Here: Oso Blanco (Byron Chubbuck)*#07909-051USP, Victorville, PO 
Box 3900Adelanto, CA 92301*Address envelope to Byron Chubbuck, letterto Oso Blanco. 
 
 
Join the People’s United Front in Harlem for May Day May 1 

 
“Harlem Speak Out!Saturday, May 1, 2021 @ 3 pm. Corner of 
Adam Clayton Powell Blvd & 125th Street 
 
‘Justice for the Victims of Racism and Police Terror!Free All 
Political Prisoners!Reparations NOW!Sponsored by: People’s 
United Front. For more information, please contact: 646-568-
6144” 
peoplesunitedfront2021@gmail.com 
https://www.facebook.com/buildaunitedfront 
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Online Event: The Liberation of Palestine, Towards an Arab and Internationalist Vision May 1 

”Saturday, 1 May. 11 am Pacific – 2 pm Eastern – 8 pm 
central Europe – 9 pm Palestine. Join on Zoom: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87340050132, Join on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/events/507170580285099. 
Long live the first of May: a day of struggle against 
exploitation, colonization and Zionism. Join Samidoun 
Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network and the Alternative 
Palestinian Path (MasarBadil) for a public symposium on 
International Workers’ Day: The Liberation of Palestine and 
the Alternative Revolutionary Path – towards an Arab and 

internationalist vision. With speakers: Charlotte Kates, international Coordinator, Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner 
Solidarity Network, Ayman Rumeida, local organizing committee, Alternative Palestinian Path Conference / 
Germany 
 
Join the Nakba Tour Online -- Live from Lebanon: Hear the stories of Palestinian refugee women! May 1 

”May 1, Online Event: Live from 
Lebanon — Hear the Stories of 
Palestinian Refugee Women. On 
May 1st, at 10 a.m. Pacific Time, 
JVP-LA is having a unique live 
zoom event with four young 
Palestinian women from the 
refugee camps in Lebanon. These 
are the descendants of 
Palestinians expelled by Zionist 
paramilitary gangs in 1948 who 
are still living the harsh legacy of 
al-Nakba (the Catastrophe). 
These young women represent 
the 3rd and 4th generations of 
Palestinians living as stateless 

refugees in Lebanon because Israel and the United States refuse to recognize their right to return to their 
homes in Palestine.” Register for the event here: bit.ly/JVPLA-NakbaTour. For more information on the young 
speakers, visit: www.nakbatour.com 
 
SAVE THE DATE, REGISTER NOW, SPREAD THE WORD & COME JOIN US IN THE FREE RUSSELL “MAROON” 
SHOATZ NOW - CAR CARAVAN! May 2 

 
SUNDAY, MAY 2ND 
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM (EST 
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UNPACKING AMERICA’S RACISMMay 2 

”Be sure to watch Episode 113 of 8 Black Hands on Sunday, May 2, 
2021 @ 9 pm EDT. 
UNPACKING AMERICA’S RACISM 
With Akua Njeri and Chairman Fred Hampton 
https://www.facebook.com/8BlackHands/” 
 
 
 
 

 
Public Forum: Safety For Whom? Racist Policing in Communities and Schools May 2 

“When Sherrilyn Ifill was a ten-year-old girl growing 
up in Queens, a NYPD officer shot a boy who was also 
ten. That was her first exposure to police violence 
against unarmed Black and brown people  —  a story 
of police violence that never left her—and 
emblematic of our 2021 Spring Forum on Racist 
Policing in Communities and Schools. Ms. Ifill, 
President and Director-Counsel of the NAACP Legal 
Defense and Educational Fund, and US Rep. Cori Bush 
(MO-01), share personal reflections about this 
pressing issue of our time. They, along with other 
thought leaders and movement builders, call us to 

action to reimagine policing and empower our communities.” If you missed the Forum, see Video here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5FzX0-rdMk 
 
Ralph Poynter: What’s Happening, Call inMay 4th, 1(347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET May 4 
“1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An 
anatomy of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie 
Hester Bailey   
2. UPDATES from the Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho) 
3. Liberation Poetry – Prof. Louie – in remembrance of Sister Lynne 
* * *  SPECIAL GUESTS  * * * MOVE 9 FAMILY UPDATE ON THE STRUGGLE FOR RETURN OF MISSING FAMILY 
REMAINS” 
 
Letter Writing to Sundiata AcoliMay 4 
“WHAT: Political Prisoner Letter-Writing Dinner  WHEN: 7pm sharp, Tuesday, May 4th, 2021  WHERE: your  
home (or wherever you happen to be)COST: Free” 
“At the moment, there are 13 Black Liberation elders being held infederal and state prisons in the U.S. All have 
been inside for decades,and several are severely ill and being denied adequate medical care.” “Our solidarity is 
our strengthin the face of this ongoing repression. One simple but important act ofactive solidarity is to write 
letters to our imprisoned elders; it showsboth our political prisoners and their captors that we have not 
forgotten them, and can help build bridges between generations andacross movement divides. In this spirit, 
please join NYC ABC and PageOne Collective in writing to Sundiata Acoli.” “Please take the time to write a letter 
to Sundiata (and share a photo of your completed envelopes with us online): 
Sundiata Acoli* #39794-066, FCI Cumberland, Federal Correctional Institution, Post Office Box1000, 
Cumberland, Maryland 21501*Address envelope to Clark Squire” See 
https://nycabc.wordpress.com/2021/05/02/sundiata2021 
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On This Day: Bobby Sands dies in Long Kesh after 66 day hunger strike May 5 

”On this day, May 5, 1981, Bobby Sands died after 
mounting a historic 66-day hunger strike while 
imprisoned in Long Kesh, Northern Ireland. Bobby 
Sands was born on March 9, 1954, in Rathcoole in North 
Belfast, a majority loyalist area. His family had 
succeeded in living reasonably peacefully in the area by 
keeping their own religion under wraps. When word 
spread of the Catholic Sands family, however, 
intimidation and threats began, forcing the family to 
move when Sands was just ten years old. Intimidation 
followed Sands throughout his life and, at 18, he was 
forced out of his apprenticeship as a bus builder 
because of threats.” See 

https://www.irishcentral.com/roots/history/bobby-sands-irish-hunger-striker 
 
National Day of Prayer for Sundiata Acoli May 6 
“We pray for Justice. We pray that justice guide New Jersey public officials to retreat from 48 years of revenge 
and punishment that has kept Sundiata Acoli in prison. We pray for genuine acknowledgment of the almost five 
decades of punishment. We pray for the prioritization of restoration and the hope of reconciliation as we look 
forward to rebuilding of relationships. #BringSundiataHome 
We pray for the hope of healing. 
We pray for all of the families and communities terribly impacted by the tragedies that occurred on the NJ 
Turnpike on May 2, 1973. The wounds run wide and deep and have often been politically enflamed. We pray for 
a proverbial “balm in Gilead’’ that can provide some measure of relief from the pain and recovery from injury. 
#BringSundiataHome 
We pray for acceptance of sincere expressions of remorse and repentance. We pray in particular for the families 
and communities of Zayd Shakur, Trooper Werner Foerster, Trooper James Harper, Assata Shakur and Sundiata 
Acoli. We pray for healing and hope for days that are not persistently filled with pain. #BringSundiataHome 
We pray for compassion and forgiveness 
We know that prayer is not a singularly exercised expression of hope. Prayer is recognized as a meditation and 
spiritual proclamation which can connect the prayer with the will of that which is greater than ourselves. We 
believe that will and way of the divine leads us to compassion and forgiveness. #BringSundiataHome 
Buddhist tradition teaches us that “Our sorrows and wounds are healed only when we touch them with 
compassion.” #BringSundiataHome 
Jewish teachings mandate that we be a “light onto the nations” and work for tikkun olam (the healing, repair, 
and perfecting of the world). #BringSundiataHome 
Islam teaches that Allah enjoins justice, and the doing of good to others; and giving like kindred; and forbids 
indecency, and manifest evil, and wrongful transgression. He admonished you that you may take heed. (Al 
Quran 16:91). #BringSundiataHome 
Hinduism advocates compassion for all, as part of its universal message that all life forms are part of one large 
universal family (VasudhaikaKutumbam). #BringSundiataHome 
Christians point to the Bible for this guidance, “For if you forgive others their trespasses, your heavenly Father 
will also forgive you, but if you do not forgive others their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your 
trespasses.” Matthew 6:14-15. #BringSundiataHome 
Please also sign the petition to Gov. Murphy:https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/bring-sundiata-home 
WRITE TO SUNDIATA 
Sundiata Acoli (Squire), 39794-066, P.O. Box 1000, FCI Cumberland, Cumberland, MD 21501 
IMPORTANT: All letters must be on white paper mailed in white envelopes. Letters can be typed or handwritten, 
but must be in black ink. The address and return address on the envelope must be handwritten or typed. No 
labels.” 
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Webinar: Divest the Wall, Divest Elbit - Indigenous Peoples Rights Committee Event May7 

“Please join us on May 7 for this important event, organized 
by the Indigenous Peoples Rights Committee! Friday, May 7: 
Divest the Wall, Divest Elbit Friday, May 7, 4 pm Pacific/7 pm 
Eastern. Register to join on Zoom: https://bit.ly/divestwallOr 
Watch on Facebook: https://facebook.com/NLGIC. Join us in 
the first installation of the DIVEST BORDER PANEL SERIES as 
indigenous peoples and allies discuss the impacts of 
Integrated Fixed Towers (IFTs) and their impact on Indigenous 
peoples rights in the United States and globally. Research by 
O’odham VOICE Against the Wall. Hosted by the Indigenous 
Peoples Rights Committee: 
https://nlginternational.org/indigenous-peoples-rights/ and 
the NLG International Committee. Support from Water 
Protector Legal Collective, https://waterprotectorlegal.org/ 
and the Indigenous Peoples Human Rights Defenders and 
Corporate Accountability Program Moderated by:Michelle 

Cook (Dineh) Founder, Divest Invest Protect; Director, Indigenous Peoples Human Rights Defenders and 
Corporate Accountability Program https://www.divestinvestprotect.com 
Panelists: 
Ophelia Rivas (Tohono O’odham) is founder of O’odham VOICE Against the WALL and has spent her life 
speaking out against the U.S. Border Patrol and militarization of O’odham lands. 
https://www.oodhamrights.org/ 
Will Parrish is an investigative journalist based in Northern California. His web site is 
https://www.willparrishreports.com 
Dov Baum, Ph.D., is the director of Economic Activism for the AFSC – the American Friends Service Committee. 
These days, they lead the Investigate project mapping companies complicit in mass incarceration and 
immigrantdetention, border security and mass surveillance industries, Israeli apartheid and occupation 
industries. Hosted by Natali Segovia, National Lawyers Guild (NLG) Indigenous Peoples Rights Committee, The 
Indigenous Peoples Rights Committee is organized to take up the struggles of indigenous peoples in the US and 
throughout the world.” 
 
(UPDATE!) Following Heart Surgery, Mumia Abu Jamal Looks Great! Noelle Hanrahan Reports on Her Contact 
Visit Today May 7 

“(PHOTO: Handwritten note on legal pad, written 5/7/21 2pm, in 
the visiting room of SCI Mahanoy. A text version of this note is 
featured at the bottom of this article.)” “I am here because 
people stood right with me. I love the hell out of all of them.” --
Mumia Abu-Jamal, SCI Mahanoy in the visit room with Noelle 
Hanrahan, P.I., J.D. 5-7-21. Pam Africa told me the other day that 
we need “to put our eyes” on Mumia. When I walked into the 
visiting booth, Mumia said: “Well, well, well! Way to scale these 
walls, sister!” He chuckled. “How the hell did you get in here?” I 
shrugged and asked: “Since when have walls stopped us?” A 

hand-to-glass exchange of a high five. Then I said: “I just asked the guard to check for the contact visit that was 
approved by the Superintendent’s office yesterday, since you have cleared quarantine.” Mumia said: “Okay, let’s 
start talking and when he comes back, we can move.” See https://jamaljournal-
movement.blogspot.com/2021/05/mumia-looks-great-noelle-hanrahan.html 
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Al-Quds Day New YorkMay 7 

”PEOPLE OF CONSCIENCE ACROSS THE COUNTRY 
SUPPORTING THE OPPRESSED. International Day of Al-
Quds 
ONLINE EVENTIN SUPPORT OF PALESTINE, UNITED 
AGAINST ZIONISM. Friday, May 7, 5:00PM (New York) 
Streaming on: YouTube.com/FreeAlQudsNYAll are 
requested to join. Supporting Organizations (as of 5/3): 
Al Awda NY Palestine Right to Return Coalition | The BDS 
App | International Action Center | Jafria Association of 
North America | Muslim Action Committee | Muslims 4 
Peace | Muslims United for Justice (MUJ) | Neturei Karta 
| Samidoun: Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network | 
Palestinian Youth Movement | Struggle/La Lucha | The 
United National Antiwar Coalition( UNAC) | Within Our 
Lifetime (WOL) | Workers World Party. If you would like to 
endorse the event, email us at FreeAlQudsNY@gmail.com. 
Note: Following this event will be Muslim Congress 
National Al-Quds Day Program. In Solidarity, Al-Quds 
Committee of New York” 
 
 

 
 
BRING OUR ELDER FREEDOM FIGHTERS HOME VIRTUAL TOWN HALL May 7, 2021 

”Friday May 7, 7 PM eastern-Virtual town hall-Registration 
required. So far 2021 year has turned out to be a more urgent year 
for our political prisoners than prior recent years. For political 
prisoners, the law is always ignored or applied more harshly; and 
their political views or actions are used as an excuse to justify their 
harsh sentences, exceptional treatment and denial of parole. As a 
result, our elders, our freedom fighters who have languished 
behind bars for decades, are faced with a health crisis of 
unprecedented magnitude. Denied release on parole or deemed 
legally ineligible for release, their health is rapidly failing. In the 

midst of the COVID19 pandemic, several of them have tested positive and or required hospitalization. Sadly, 
over the decades, several of them have passed away behind bars. The situation is dire and urgent for Sundiata 
Acoli, Mumia Abu Jamal, Dr. Mutulu Shakur, Russell Maroon Shoatz, Jamil Al Amin, Kamau Sadiki  and others - 
all elder freedom fighters targeted by COINTELPRO and currently facing life threatening health conditions while 
in prison.Their lives are in jeopardy and they NEED us! We OWE THEM!. Join us in conversation to hear the 
latest on their individual cases, how you can support and what MUST be done to save their lives and bring them 
home.” Register here: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_k6DLQBluRv-5Nnb8GuxD9A 
 
Join Richmond People’s Strike every Friday at 6 pm PT for our political education reading sessions to prepare 
for the Richmond (CA) People’s Movement Assembly:May-June2021 
May 1st Week Readings: People’s Movement Assembly Handbookhttp://www.peoplesmovementassembly.org/ 
May 2nd Week Readings: Bronx Wide Plan https://bcdi.nyc/bronxwideplan 
May 3rd Week Readings: 
https://cooperationjackson.org/events-calendar/new-products-1/summer-of-our-power-peoples-movement-
assembly 
June 1stWeek Readings: Bronx People’s Platform https://www.northwestbronx.org/bronx-peoples-platform 
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June 2ndWeek Readings:https://welcome2thebronx.com/2021/04/26/the-time-to-cap-the-cross-bronx-is-now/ 
June 3rdWeek Reading:  
https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/local/2020/07/08/nashville-budget-coalition-host-first-peoples-
assembly-engage-citizens-education-housing-police/5395590002/ 
June Week Reading: Fearless Cities http://fearlesscities.com/en 
Our Richmond Peoples Strike General Meetings for our Richmond People’s Strike People’s Movement Assembly 
(PMA) Meetings are: Tuesday Nights 6 pm PT/ 9 pm EST. Facebook page:  
https://www.facebook.com/WesternMovementAssembly 
 
Ralph Poynter: What’s Happening BlogTalkRadio-Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pmET May 11 
“The Fire This Time-Not James Baldwin’s Fire Next Time. 1st Georgia, now Texas. Will we learn?”  
Today’s Show 
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy 
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester 
Bailey   
2. UPDATES from the Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho) 
3. Liberation Poetry – Prof. Louie – in remembrance of Sister Lynne 
*  SPECIAL GUEST  *Growing Up A Red Diaper Baby”-Gil Obler” 
 
Representatives Cohen, Rush and Lee Hold Forum on the FBI’s COINTELPRO Programs May 11 
“Representatives Steve Cohen (TN-09), Barbara Lee (CA-13), and Bobby L. Rush (IL-01) held a virtual forum on 
the FBI’s notorious COINTELPRO program recently featured in the Academy Award-winning film Judas and the 
Black Messiah, which dramatizes the FBI-orchestrated assassination of Black Panther Party leader Fred 
Hampton in 1969. The forum was held on Monday, May 10, 2021. 
Witnesses testifying at the forum include:Akua Njeri (partner of the late Fred Hampton Sr., mother of Jr.), 
FredHampton Jr. (Chairman, Prisoners of Conscience Committee/Black Panther Party Cubs; son of Fred 
Hampton Sr.), Nkechi Taifa (Civil Rights activist and author), Mike German (Former FBI Special Agent now with 
the Brennan Center for Justice), Ericka Huggins (Human Rights activist and former Black Panther), Bobby Seale 
(Political activist, author, and co-founder of the Black Panther Party), Betty Medsger (Reporter for The 
Washington Post who helped break the story of the existence of COINTELPRO programs). Forum footage on Rep. 
Steve Cohen’s Facebook account at https://www.facebook.com/111456965545421/videos/469018004158922 
&https://fb.watch/5pqkgc_xpS/. 
 
Event to Honor MOVE Lives Lost May 13 

 
“May 13, 2021, 5 pm. Osage Ave. & Cobbs Creek Pkwy, 
Philadelphia, PA (map/directions) 
Featuring MOVE Speakers. 
March to Malcolm X Park 
Community Altar 
Oral History Station” 
Link to live stream: https://youtu.be/Yr-at2qOSco 
(if stream crashes, new stream will be automatically created 
at YouTube channel (youtube.com/hate5six) 
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Oakland Jericho’s Political Prisoner Writing Sessions 7pm PST May 13/June 10 

”Oakland Jericho’s monthly online events focus on Political Prisoners, 
their cases, dedication to the community, and guidelines for writing to 
them. On May 13th we will discuss and write to Imam Jamil Al-Amin 
and David Gilbert. On June 10th we will discuss and write to Ed 
Poindexter and Keith LaMar (Bomani Shakur). Please check our FB 
page for updates on new monthly sessions. For details and event link 
see: 
https://www.facebook.com/events/491412908664978/ 
https://www.facebook.com/events/319181509602524/ 
 
 
 

 
Panel discussion Jericho Movement about the situation of political prisoners in USAMay 15 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0HjQJNxjqg 
 
Online Panel discussion Jericho Movement (USA) and Rote Hilfe (D) about the situation of political prisoners 
in USA and EuropeMay 14 
“As part of the long-standing art project “Fire A 1000 Poems”,the first of several online discussions happening 
about every sixmonths will take place.For that reason the “Fire A 1000 Poems collective” invites you and your 
friends to this online event on: 
- Friday,May 14th, 2021;22:00 CEST, 4 p.m. EDT 
The event will be livestreamed via YouTubehttps://youtu.be/a0HjQJNxjqgLink also available on 
https://fire1000poems.com/. Points represented by Jihad Abdulmumit, Jericho Movement, USA will be 
Jericho’s representation of all Political Prisoners and its importance,the highlighting of the cases of Mumia Abu 
Jamal, Imam Jamil Al-Amin,Sundiata Acoli, and Leonard Peltier and the importance of the October2021 
International Tribunal and the mass organizing involved. The federal board of the Rote Hilfee.V.: at the moment, 
prisoners fromthe Kurdish movement and trials against antifascists suggest themselves 
as topics.The Rote Hilfe celebrates its 100 year anniversary this year.” See https://fire1000poems.com/ 
 
36th Anniversary of the Bombing of MOVE May 15 

 
“Saturday, May 15, 2021, 
12 noon – 4 pm, 
Cobbs Creek Recreation Center, 
280 Cobbs Creek Pkwy, 
Philly, PA 19139 – See map/directions 
• Free food giveaway 
• Panel discussion with NBA Star Stephen Jackson” 
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In Observance of The 96th Birth Anniversary of Malcolm X: From Malcolm to Mumia May 18 

6 pm live on Facebook: (Malcolm 
X Commemoration Committee) 
and YouTube: (Mumia Campaign). 
From Malcolm to Mumia: 
Undressing the Empire A Virtual 
Book Appreciation for 
Murder Incorporated 
by Mumia Abu Jamal & Stephen 
Vittoria. Featuring Special Guests: 
Rosemari Mealy, Noelle 
Hanrahan, co-author Stephen 
Vittorio, and National Jericho 
Chair Jihad Abdulmumit. 
Hosted by The Malcolm X 
Commemoration Committee 
(MXCC) 
www.MXCC519.org 
Facebook: Malcolm X 
Commemoration Committee 
(973) 202-0745 

To purchase this epic three volume set contact prison radio at prisonradiostore.com Please contribute to 
Mumia’s Commissary: https://www.paypal.me/PPOWs 
 
Mobilizing to stop white supremacy and violence against Native women May 20 
“Radical Women organizing meeting Thursday, May 20, 7:00pm. Learn from a seasoned anti-fascist activist 
about the importance of standing up to the far right and successful strategies for doing it. This meeting features 
a recent video presentation by Ann Rogers, a Chippewa elder and longtime Radical Women member, on the 
impressive work of United Front Against Fascism (UFAF) in the 1990s and its lessons for today. Also on the 
agenda: Earth-Feather Sovereign, founder of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women – Washington, will 
discuss the case of Maddesyn George, a young Native woman from the Colville Indian reservation who is facing 
a second-degree murder charge for defending herself against a violent rapist. Community support is needed! 
Hear about the effort to save the public school childcare, Bellevue Out of School Time (BOOST) program. Be 
part of these and other important discussions. Register at bit.ly/MaySeaRW” 
 

International Tribunal 2021 May 23 

 

 
As US Human Rights abuses ESCALATE , we need to take the case of We, the People to an INTERNATIONAL 
arena—like Minister Malcolm X and like those who “charged Genocide” before us. We are building for such a 
forum, to take place on October 22-24 in NYC and virtually… 

 
The International Tribunal “In the Spirit of Mandela” coalition cordially invites you to our Second Webinar: 

Interfaith Perspectives on Human Rights Abuses in the USA:  
the role of the International Tribunal 

Sunday, May 23, 2021, 8 PM (Eastern) / 5 PM (Pacific) 
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Featuring 

El-Hajj Mauri’ Saalakhan: President of the Aafia Foundation; founder of the National Association for Police 
Accountability; writer for muslimmatters.org 
Rabbi Drorah Setel: Temple Emanu-el; feminist theologian and biblical scholar; co-author of the world 
renowned “Mi Shebeirach” prayer 
Rev. Lukata Mjumbe: Witherspoon Street Presbyterian Church of Princeton; Sundiata Acoli Freedom Campaign 
Mary Anne Grady Flores: long-time Catholic Worker / Plowshares organizer; Puerto Rico and Palestine 
solidarity activist; former prisoner of conscience, and sister of current Kings Bay Plowshares prisoner of 
conscience 
Facilitators: 
dequi kioni-sadiki: Northeast Political Prisoner Coalition 
A’isha Mohammad: spoken word poet, Oakland Jericho, National Jericho Movement 
 

5 pm Pacific / 8 pm Eastern Daylight 
Sunday, May 23, 2021 On-line Webinar 

To attend the webinar, register at: https://www.crowdcast.io/e/international-tribunal/2  

To get involved with and endorse the Tribunal: https://spiritofmandela.org/ 
 
 
Leonard Peltier Freedom Ride 2021 June 21-26 
“Freedom Ride 2021 will be leaving from Omaha going through Kansas City, Lexington, Charleston, and will be 

in Richmond on the 19th. Five riders on horseback confirmed. There will be public events, a camp and people 
are welcome to come. Afterwards they will head to the state capital in their regalia.  It took about two months 
from South Dakota to Florida last time.  This time will only be about 15 days to be safer for the horses. David 

Hill will be one of the riders. People can go to DC on the 26th.There are also 8-10 bike riders for Leonard who 
will join from Nebraska to DC to Richmond to speak about Leonard.” More info to Come! 
 

“Organizing and Rebuilding African Working Class through Pan-Africanism and Socialism,  
a Collection of Essays” by Abdul Jabbar Caliph; Edited by Tomiko Shine. (Ongoing) 

Order your Book Now!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Email:abduljabbaressays@gmail.com 
FB: https://www.facebook.com/booksforthemovement 

Cost: $20 book, $5 Shipping 
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News, Articles, and Updates 
 
Covid is ravaging American jails and prisons – and inmates are rightly rising up April 15  
‘On 4 April, inmates in a St Louis jail commenced an uprising. They smashed windows, chanted, lit fires and 
hung signs communicating their needs to the outside world. One sign held out of the windows simply read 
“HELP US”. It is the second uprising at the ironically named St Louis City Justice Center and the fourth major 
disturbance at the jail within the last year.” See 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/apr/15/covid-is-ravaging-american-jails-and-prisons-and-
inmates-are-rightly-rising-up 
 
The Myth of the Dangerous Traffic Stop Is Killing Black Men in America April 16  
“On Sunday, a police officer shot and killed Daunte Wright, an unarmed Black man, after pulling him over for 
hanging an air freshener from his rearview mirror. Wright’s death is just the latest instance of police assaulting 
and killing drivers—specifically, Black men who pose no danger—following a routine traffic stop. Philando 
Castile, Walter Scott, and Sam DuBose were all shot and killed by police after a traffic stop; none of them posed 
any danger to the officers who took their lives.” See https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/04/daunte-
wright-dangerous-traffic-stop-myth.html 
 
A Dauphin County judge denied a compassionate release for an inmate dying of inoperable Stage 4 colon 
cancer who is serving a life sentence for murder, says PennLive April 16 
“Earl Box, 74 is serving a life sentence for killing a Steelton man during a robbery in 1974, and had requested to 
be moved to his daughter’s Berks County home for hospice care. A state prison doctor estimated that Box has 
less than six months to live. Lifers getting released in Pennsylvania is unusual but not unheard of. For example, 
Joe Ligon, 83 of Philadelphia made national headlines in March when he released as a juvenile lifer.” See 
https://dailyvoice.com/pennsylvania/dauphin/news/pa-judge-denies-compassionate-release-for-killer-dying-of-
stage-4-cancer/807182/ 
 
Violence for its own sake by Steve Martinot April 16 
“In the scene on the TV, we see a man lying on the ground, unmoving, his hands behind his head. His head is 
raised a bit so he can see what is coming toward him. We see four large men walking in a line toward this guy 
on the street. The four approach him slowly, carefully, as if with a predatory intent, expecting him to defend 
himself. We don’t know why they are preparing an attack, but we watch them step carefully toward him, as if 
samurai about to enter mortal combat. The samurai step, forward and to the left with the left foot, forward and 
to the left with the right foot in front of the left, then the left foot again, always keeping balance and facing 
frontwards. It is like an adult street gang in the movies. We can almost hear the Edward G. Robinson growl; 
“Okay, punk, you t’ink you wise or somethin’. We’ll show you a thing or two.” We watch them approach their 
prey. He lies there, also watching them. But wait a minute; something is wrong. This guy has shown no 
preparation to defend himself. Maybe he’s playing possum so that this street gang will leave him alone. But it is 
too late for that. He knows what they are going to do. We see it in his face. As the four surround him, yelling 
things at him that interfere with each other and become unintelligible, two of them reach down, grabbing his 
arms and pulling him up from the ground. They pull him up roughly to a kind of sitting position, twist him 
around, and throw him back down. They are kicking him, and one of them punches him four or five times. He 
doesn’t go down as easily as he came up.” See https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/16/violence-for-the-
sake-of-violence/ 
 
Bill would give inmates over 55 bid for parole April 16 
“Measures aimed at enhancing the chances inmates get approved for parole would allow the state to save $520 
million annually while giving elderly and transformed prisoners a fresh, advocates say. With progressive 
Democrats having a substantial say in Albany’s agenda, proposals aimed at easing up on what activists call 
“mass incarceration” are headed to the front burner for the final two months of the legislative session.” See 
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https://www.pressrepublican.com/news/bill-would-give-inmates-over-55-bid-for-parole/article_bad06c8c-
9f30-11eb-8a70-17bfdc3e3975.html 
 
Throughout Trial Over George Floyd’s Death, Killings by Police Mount April 17 
“Just seven hours before prosecutors opened their case against Derek Chauvin, a former Minneapolis police 
officer charged with murdering George Floyd, a Chicago officer chased down a 13-year-old boy in a West Side 
alley and fatally shot him as he turned with his hands up. One day later, at a hotel in Jacksonville, Fla., officers 
fatally shot a 32-year-old man, who, the police say, grabbed one of their Tasers. The day after that, as an 
eyewitness to Mr. Floyd’s death broke down in a Minneapolis courtroom while recounting what he saw, a 40-
year-old mentally ill man who said he was being harassed by voices was killed in Claremont, N.H., in a shootout 
with the state police.” See https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/17/us/police-shootings-killings.html 
 
Fifty years ago, April 17, 1971: Omaha Two sentenced to life in prison at COINTELPRO corrupted trial 
by richardsonreports April 18 
“Fifty years ago, April 17, 1971, Edward Poindexter and David Rice (later Wopashitwe Mondo Eyen we Langa) 
were convicted of murdering Omaha Patrolman Larry Minard and sentenced to life in prison. No one on the jury 
knew that the two week trial had been manipulated by Federal Bureau of Investigation agents working under a 
clandestine counterintelligence operation code-named COINTELPRO.” See 
https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com/2021/04/17/fifty-years-ago-april-17-1971-omaha-two-sentenced-to-
life-in-prison-at-cointelpro-corrupted-trial/ 
 
Pam Africa: As Mumia Awaits Heart Surgery, I am Issuing a Challenge to CNN’s Michael Smerconish and DA 
Larry Krasner-Written by Pam Africa, coordinator of the uncompromising International Concerned Family and 
Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal April 18 
“Ona Move! On Saturday April 17, Mumia called his wife Wadiya and told her that he is scheduled to have heart 
surgery on Monday April 19. Your support with calling and emailing prison authorities today and in the coming 
weeks is absolutely critical to ensure that Mumia gets the best possible medical care before, during, and after 
the surgery on Monday. Please go to www.jamaljournal.com to get the latest updates, which we will be posting 
as soon as we get new information.” See https://jamaljournal.blogspot.com/2021/04/as-mumia-awaits-heart-
surgery-i-issue.html 
 
He’s 84 and battled COVID. Should NJ inmate convicted in trooper’s killing get out of prison? April 19 
“The inmate is 84 and was hospitalized with COVID-19 last year. He’s showing signs of early-onset dementia. 
He’s kept a clean disciplinary record for more than half of the nearly 50 years he’s been in prison. He saw the 
prospect of freedom several years ago when a state panel of judges granted him parole, but a technicality kept 
him locked behind bars. A team of advocates and lawyers have tried for months to convince Gov. Phil Murphy 
through a back channel to use his executive power to let him spend what may be his final days at home with 
one of his daughters, but they said the front office has stopped responding to their entreaties. This is no 
ordinary inmate. He is Sundiata Acoli, a former Black Panther serving a life sentence in the 1973 killing of New 
Jersey State Trooper Werner Foerster.” See https://www.northjersey.com/story/news/new-
jersey/2021/04/19/covid-nj-prison-sundiata-acoli/4841408001/ 
 
USA: Shackling of aged inmate, Mumia Abu-Jamal, is deplorable - UN experts April 20 
“UN human rights experts* expressed serious concerns about the treatment and welfare of Mumia Abu-Jamal, 
an African-American man who has been in jail for 40 years in Pennsylvania, and is reportedly shackled to his 
hospital bed. Mr. Abu-Jamal had already been shackled to his bed during a four-day hospitalization in late 
February while being treated for heart failure. 
Mr. Abu-Jamal has been denied visits from his family and access to his lawyers and spiritual advisor after being 
admitted to an undisclosed hospital around 10 April, where he will reportedly undergo surgery. “This ongoing 
and continuing cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment, including deliberate disregard of his dignity and 
inhumane conditions of confinement, is a clear violation of Mr. Abu-Jamal’s most fundamental rights,” the 
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experts added. Neither his family nor lawyers have been informed of his medical condition and treatment.” See 
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=27011&LangID=E 
 
The guilty verdict in the Chauvin trial won’t be enough for real progress April 20 
“Would Derek Chauvin, the former police officer, be on the streets today without the video? The answer to that 
question — not the jury’s verdict — is the true indicator of how much progress has been made since George 
Floyd’s death. Chauvin being found guilty on all three charges of murder and manslaughter is a relief. But relief 
won’t bring Floyd back. And that’s why even a guilty verdict was never going to be sufficient. The goal has to be 
preventing the next George Floyd from happening. During Monday’s closing argument in Chauvin’s trial for the 
killing of Floyd, prosecutor Steve Schleicher repeatedly instructed members of the jury to believe their eyes.” 
See https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2021-04-20/derek-chauvin-jury-police-reforms-videos 
 
At the scene of the crime when the jury’s decision came down April 20 
“About 30 minutes before the verdict against Derek Chauvin was announced, I stood steps from where George 
Floyd was murdered. I looked at the ground. I was with Marcia Howard, the unofficial guardian of the square 
that now bears Floyd’s name. “Today we get to see whether or not the people of Minneapolis can look at 
something with their bare eyes and not get gaslit into thinking that they didn’t see what they saw,” she said.” 
See https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/04/george-floyd-verdict-minneapolis-square-reaction.html 
 
Harriet Tubman’s lost Maryland home found, archaeologists say April 20 
“Archaeologist Julie Schablitsky found the coin with her metal detector along an old, abandoned road in an 
isolated area of Maryland’s Eastern Shore. She dug it out of the ground and scraped off the mud. She hadn’t 
been finding much as she and her team probed the swampy terrain of Dorchester County last fall searching for 
the lost site where the famous Underground Railroad conductor Harriet Tubman lived with her family in the 
early 1800s. She’d been frustrated that there had been no hint that she was anywhere near the home of 
Tubman’s father, Ben Ross. But as she cleaned the coin, the profile of a woman with flowing hair, and wearing a 
cap that said, “Liberty,” emerged. At the bottom was the date: 1808…” See 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2021/04/20/harriet-tubman-maryland-home-found/ 
 
We must end ‘qualified immunity’ for police. It might save the next George Floyd! by Killer Mike  April 20 
“On the night of 30 May last year, I was standing at the mayor of Atlanta’s podium, wondering what I might say 
to keep my home town from burning itself to the ground before the sun came up in the morning. The fury 
erupting in the streets of Atlanta in George Floyd’s name that night was the cry of generations, and it was a 
righteous cry, and it was justified. Standing there before those TV cameras, I thought of Mr Floyd in his last 
moments on Earth, his neck crushed under the knee of a cop who once took an oath to serve and protect his 
community, his partner standing watch while Mr Floyd cried out for his mother in heaven and died.” See 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/apr/20/george-floyd-derek-chauvin-killer-mike-police 
 
Birmingham to pardon 15,000 with marijuana convictions April 20 
“Alabama’s largest city will issue blanket pardons for more than 15,000 people with misdemeanor marijuana 
convictions dating back to 1990- Alabama’s largest city will issue blanket pardons for more than 15,000 people 
with misdemeanor marijuana convictions dating back to 1990, Birmingham Mayor Randall Woodfin said 
Tuesday. The pardons, linked to city court cases, are automatic, Woodfin said in an announcement made on 
April 20, a day that many associate with marijuana use. Many people have a hard time finding work because of 
drug convictions, and Woodfin said the move would allow them to rejoin the workforce and provide for their 
families. “Here’s why we’re doing this – no one should be held up by a single past mistake. No one should be 
denied job opportunities or freedoms due to missteps from the past,” he said in a statement.” See 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/birmingham-pardon-15000-marijuana-convictions-77193241 
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Jim Crow Juries—Black Men Serving Life Sentences in Louisiana Challenge Convictions April 20 
““The Jim Crow Jury system has sentenced our two clients to Death By Incarceration at Angola, where they 
remain despite the Supreme Court’s clear ruling that their convictions were unconstitutionally obtained,” said 
Center for Constitutional Rights Staff Attorney Angelo Guisado. “This system, designed by anti-
Reconstructionists to ‘establish the supremacy of the white race,’ continues to subjugate Louisiana’s Black 
citizenry. We will stop at no end to bring about their liberation.” See https://ccrjustice.org/home/press-
center/press-releases/black-men-serving-life-sentences-louisiana-challenge-convictions 
 
Sharqawi Al Hajj Appears Before Guantánamo Review Board after Multiple Acts of Self-Harm and Suicidal 
Statements-Hearing Comes on Heels of Deteriorating Mental Health and Over a Year Without Attorney Visits 
Due to COVID-19 April 20 
“Today, a Periodic Review Board (PRB) was held for Sharqawi Al Hajj, a man who has been detained in 
Guantánamo without charge for over 17 years. Mr. Al Hajj, who survived two years in CIA sites where he was 
tortured before Guantánamo, and whose despair in recent years led him to cut his wrist after stating he wanted 
to end his life, nonetheless chose to appear before the board to plead for his release. His lawyer, who attended 
the hearing virtually, says that Mr. Al Hajj’s presence, despite his challenges, including heightened isolation after 
over a year without attorney visits due to COVID-19-related travel restrictions to Guantánamo, gives the board 
the opportunity to end the cruelty of his detention and clear him for release.” See 
https://ccrjustice.org/home/press-center/press-releases/sharqawi-al-hajj-appears-guant-namo-review-board-
after-multiple 
 
Innocence Project: George Floyd should be alive today April 21 
“Today a jury found former Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin guilty of all three charges against him for 
the murder of George Floyd. This verdict should not have come as a surprise, especially in light of the video 
showing Mr. Chauvin kneeling on Mr. Floyd’s neck for nine minutes and 29 seconds until he died. Yet this 
outcome was hardly a forgone conclusion. As the work of the Innocence Project demonstrates, our criminal 
legal system too often convicts, incarcerates, and executes the innocent while simultaneously sanctioning police 
misconduct and turning a blind eye to long-standing and well-documented racial bias.” See 
https://innocenceproject.org/george-floyd-guilty-verdict-derek-chauvin-trial/ 
 
NC police grabbed 66-year-old librarian by hair and badly injured her, lawsuit alleges April 21 
“Law enforcement officers in Rowan County pulled a 66-year-old librarian from her car by her hair, threw her to 
the ground and tore her rotator cuff during a 2019 traffic stop, a federal lawsuit filed Wednesday alleges. 
The woman, Stephanie Bottom of Atlanta, who is Black, said she was driving to a funeral and posing no threat 
to the officers when they stopped her on Interstate 85 for driving 80 mph in a 70 mph zone and failing to heed 
blue lights. Once officers stopped her car, they approached her with guns drawn, she said.” See  
https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/local/article250842339.html 
 
The Chauvin verdict links back to George Floyd protests. So lawmakers are cracking down. April 21 
“On Tuesday, a jury in Minnesota found former police officer Derek Chauvin guilty on all three charges in the 
death of George Floyd: second- and third-degree murder and second-degree manslaughter. As the verdict was 
read, communities across the country came together — as they have for the past year — to demonstrate 
against police violence and for racial justice. The fact that Chauvin will probably be going to jail may provide 
some solace to Floyd’s family. But true justice remains elusive. Consider the dozens of states that are gearing up 
to pass sweeping crackdowns on our First Amendment right to protest peacefully. “In Minnesota, the center of 
last year’s demonstrations, the Legislature is considering a bill that would make anyone convicted of a crime at 
a protest ineligible for state loans, grants or assistance, including student loans, food stamps, rental assistance 
and unemployment benefits.” See https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/chauvin-verdict-links-back-george-
floyd-protests-so-lawmakers-are-ncna1264741 
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Inmates sent home amid pandemic may have to return under Trump-era policy April 21 
“Thousands of federal inmates serving their sentences at home under supervision during the coronavirus 
pandemic might have to return to prison when the pandemic ends, according to a Justice Department memo 
issued during the waning days of Donald Trump’s presidency. Advocates and dozens of lawmakers are urging 
the Biden administration to rescind the memo, which affects some 4,500 inmates who last year were allowed to 
finish their sentences under home confinement. The Federal Bureau of Prisons sent them home under 
authority it was granted by Congress to help curb the spread of the coronavirus in federal prisons.” See 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/federal-prisoners-pandemic/2021/04/21/5d4cc3c8-96fa-
11eb-8e42-3906c09073f9_story.html 
 
Revolution Is Illegal Revisiting the Panther 21 at 50 April 21 
“In a recent open letter to prominent Black hip-hop artists, veterans of the Black Panther Party (BPP) argue that 
in the midst of a virus that disproportionately kills Black people, and pervasive racist state terror, it is essential 
that artists and activists foster greater continuity between past and present generations of Black resistance. 
They write: “much of our history in our people’s struggle has been kept away from you and seemingly 
unavailable to your generation as you reinvent what was done in the past. Our people’s enemies haven’t 
changed, circumstances and conditions have. History never repeats itself – but it damn sure can rhyme.” See 
https://spectrejournal.com/revolution-is-illegal/ 
 
We do not want nicer slave patrols April 22 
“As we process the latest in the endless and vicious string of murders of Black and brown people by police, and 
also the verdict in the trial of George Floyd’s killer - all of which is happening as we approach the one year 
anniversary of last summer’s unprecedented Rebellion against state violence - we maintain our position: 
abolition is our only way out. Abolish prisons and abolish the police!” 
Seehttps://abolitionistlawcenter.org/2021/04/22/no-police/ 
 
The Black Panther Party Has Never Been More Popular. But Actual Black Panthers Have Been Forgotten.  
April 22 
“While the Panthers have become a staple of pop culture, veteran members of the group remain invisible. In 
October 7, 2020, Jalil Muntaqim exited the Sullivan Correctional Facility in upstate New York a free man. A 
member of the Black Panther Party and its more militant, clandestine offshoot, the Black Liberation Army, 
Muntaqim was 19 years old at the time of his 1971 arrest, which was followed by his conviction three years 
later for the murder of two NYPD police officers, Waverly Jones and Joseph Piagentini. After nearly a half-
century behind bars and over a dozen parole requests, Muntaqim’s parole was approved last September, one 
month before his sixty-ninth birthday.” “…while the Black Panther Party is now seeing its greatest popularity 
(and profitability), the still-living Panthers—whether newly freed or still incarcerated—see little to no benefit, 
from Hollywood or other entertainment industries. “They’re not providing any services or support for these 
aging Panthers,” Muntaqim says, “but they’ll take the name; they’ll take the legacy of [the Panthers] and exploit 
it, profit off of it.” “Someone makes a lot of money off it, and nothing goes to the families of the fallen,” elder 
Panther and former prisoner Sekou Odinga tells me. “Nothing goes to those that are locked up, fighting for their 
lives.” See https://newrepublic.com/article/162144/black-panther-party-never-popular-actual-black-panthers-
forgotten 
 
Dozens of inmates injected with too much COVID vaccine at Iowa prison, officials say April 22 
“Dozens of inmates at an Iowa prison were given overdoses of a COVID-19 vaccine, officials said. Two medical 
staff members from the Iowa Department of Corrections incorrectly administered the vaccine -- developed by 
U.S. pharmaceutical giant Pfizer and its German partner BioNTech -- to 77 inmates at the Iowa State 
Penitentiary, a maximum-security prison for men located in Fort Madison, about 90 miles southeast of Iowa City. 
The dosages given exceeded the amount recommended by the vaccine manufacturer, according to Cord 
Overton, spokesperson for the Iowa Department of Corrections. Upon learning of the error, the Iowa 
Department of Corrections immediately contacted Pfizer and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for 
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guidance. Both Pfizer and the CDC said not to expect any major side effects but that the affected inmates 
should be closely monitored for at least 48 hours, according to Overton.” See 
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/77-inmates-iowa-prison-overdoses-covid-19-vaccine/story 
 
MOVE FAMILY: Bones of Black children killed in police bombing used in Ivy League anthropology course 
April 23 
“The bones of Black children who died in 1985 after their home was bombed by Philadelphia police in a 
confrontation with the Black liberation group which was raising them are being used as a “case study” in an 
online forensic anthropology course presented by an Ivy League professor. It has emerged that the physical 
remains of one, or possibly two, of the children who were killed in the aerial bombing of the Move organization 
in May 1985 have been guarded over the past 36 years in the anthropological collections of the University of 
Pennsylvania and Princeton. The institutions have held on to the heavily burned fragments, and since 2019 have 
been deploying them for teaching purposes without the permission of the deceased’s living parents.” See 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/apr/22/move-bombing-black-children-bones-philadelphia-
princeton-pennsylvania 
 
Advocates discuss impacts of expanded parole eligibility April 23 
“Thousands of Mississippi prisoners will have the opportunity for parole in the coming years now that Governor 
Tate Reeves has signed Senate Bill 2795 into law. “Nearly 2/3 of our prison population is currently serving a 
sentence and they’re not eligible for a parole hearing,” explained Mississippi State Director, Criminal Justice 
Reform Alesha Judkins. But that will soon change. Non-violent offenders currently have no choice but to serve 
25 percent of their sentence. They’ll now be parole eligible after 25 percent served or 10 years, whichever is 
less.” See https://www.wlox.com/2021/04/24/advocates-discuss-impacts-expanded-parole-eligibility/ 
 
Decades After Police Bombing, Philadelphians ‘Sickened’ by Handling of Victim’s BonesApril 24 
The disclosure that anthropologists at two Ivy League universities had kept bones from a victim of the 1985 
MOVE bombing infuriated its members as well as city leaders.In the early evening of May 13, 1985, the police 
flew a helicopter over a crowded West Philadelphia neighborhood and dropped a bomb on the rowhouse 
where members of the communal, anti-government group MOVE lived.The bomb started a fire, and the police 
ordered firefighters to let it burn. Eleven people, including five children, were killed, and more than 60 nearby 
homes were destroyed.The pain of that day never left for many Philadelphians, a scarring memory of how the 
police caused a middle-class, mostly Black neighborhood to burn.This week, the anguish came surging back 
when officials at two Ivy League universities acknowledged that anthropologists had been passing the bones of 
a young bombing victim between them for the last 36 years. The bones were also featured in a video for an 
online course, “Real Bones: Adventures in Forensic Anthropology,” taught by a University of Pennsylvania 
professor and offered by Princeton.” See https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/24/us/move-rowhouse-bombing-
victim-remains.html 
 
Guard Watched as Man Hanged Himself in Jail, Prosecutors Say April 26 
“Capt. Rebecca Hillman was charged with criminally negligent homicide in the death, which has added to 
criticism of New York City’s jail system. Ryan Wilson had been held at the Manhattan Detention complex for less 
than a month when he fell into a deep depression last November. After an argument with another person at the 
jail, Mr. Wilson fashioned a noose out of a bedsheet and attached it to a light fixture. He told an correction 
officer that he would hang himself if he was not allowed out of his cell, according to court documents.” See 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/26/nyregion/prison-guard-charged-rebecca-hillman-ryan-wilson.html 
 
The second federal foray in five days into local policing. US Justice Department to investigate Louisville Metro 
Police force, stops, discrimination. April 26 
“On Monday, the Justice Department said it has launched an investigation of police practices in Louisville, 
Kentucky — where Breonna Taylor was shot to death during a botched raid last year. The feds say their focus 
will include allegations of racism and search and seizure policies.” See https://www.courier-
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journal.com/story/news/politics/metro-government/2021/04/26/justice-department-to-investigate-louisville-
police-department/7385318002/ 
 
Police killings of Black Americans amount to crimes against humanity, international inquiry finds April 27 
“In devastating report, human rights experts call on international criminal court prosecutor to open an 
immediate investigation. The systematic killing and maiming of unarmed African Americans by police amount to 
crimes against humanity that should be investigated and prosecuted under international law, an inquiry into US 
police brutality by leading human rights lawyers from around the globe has found. A week after the former 
Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin was convicted of murder in George Floyd’s death, the unabated 
epidemic of police killings of Black men and women in the US has now attracted scorching international 
attention.” See https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/apr/26/us-police-killings-black-americans-crimes-
against-humanity 
 
Palestinian Prisoner Enters 40th Day of Hunger Strike April 27 
“Palestinian prisoner Imad Sawarka has entered the 40th day of his hunger strike in protest of his continued 
administrative detention by Israel in Ashkelon prison, the Palestinian Prisoners’ Club announced yesterday. 
“Sawarka’s health has been deteriorating,” the club warned in a statement, adding that the occupation 
authorities were continuing their “obstinacy and refusal to respond to his demands of standing trial.” See 
https://www.palestinechronicle.com/palestinian-prisoner-enters-40th-day-of-hunger-strike/ 
 
Fifty years ago, April 28, 1971, COINTELPRO was officially terminated. Let us remember COINTELPRO victims 
still inside-Fifty years ago, April 28, 1971: COINTELPRO was terminated by FBI for fear of discovery making Ed 
Poindexter its final victim. April 28 
“Fifty years ago, April 28, 1971, a clandestine, counterintelligence program of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, code-named COINTELPRO, in secret operation from 1956 until 1971, was abruptly terminated. 
Assistant FBI Director Charles Brennan, head of the Domestic Intelligence Division, realized that release of 
stolen FBI memoranda from the Media, PA office would compromise the illegal undercover program. 
Ten days after the COINTELPRO-corrupted murder trial of Edward Poindexter and David Rice in Omaha, 
Nebraska, ended, Brennan wrote a memorandum urging immediate termination of the secret operations.” See 
https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com/2021/04/28/fifty-years-ago-april-28-1971-cointelpro-was-
terminated-by-fbi-for-fear-of-discovery-making-ed-poindexter-its-final-victim/ 
 
Justice Department indicts 3 men on federal hate crime charges in death of AhmaudArbery April 28 
The Justice Department announced federal hate crime charges Wednesday in the death of a Georgia man who 
was killed while out for a run last year. The criminal case charging the three men in connection with the death 
of AhmaudArbery is the most significant civil rights prosecution undertaken to date by the Biden administration 
Justice Department. It comes as federal officials have moved quickly to open sweeping investigations into 
troubled police departments as civil rights takes center stage among the department’s priorities. Travis 
McMichael and his father, Gregory, and a third man, William “Roddie” Bryan, are all charged with one count of 
interference with civil rights and attempted kidnapping. The McMichaels are also charged with using, carrying 
and brandishing a firearm during a crime of violence.” See 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/apr/28/ahmaud-arbery-death-justice-department-indicts-3-h/  
and petition: https://www.change.org/p/us-senate-hands-up-act/u/28963470 
 
Hate crime charges in Arbery case April 29 
“Feds bring hate crime charges against the three White men who killed AhmaudArbery. The Justice Department 
announced an indictment Wednesday against father and son Gregory and Travis McMichael and William 
“Roddie” Bryan, who chased down Arbery, a Black man, while he jogged in their neighborhood in February 
2020. A “false narrative,” say defense attorneys. Atlanta Journal-Constitution All three men also face state 
murder charges. A trial date has not been set.” See https://apnews.com/article/ahmaud-arbery-georgia-hate-
crimes-crime-government-and-politics-ef101bfbf96f3ee921c29c6dcf89e7eb 
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France releases far-left suspects pending review of Italy’s decades-old extradition requests April 29 
‘French authorities on Thursday released nine suspected former members of far-left militant groups – including 
former members of the Red Brigades – who were convicted in Italy of crimes in the 1970 and ‘80s while France 
examines decades-old extradition requests from Rome. Two Italian nationals convicted of left-wing domestic 
terrorism in Italy decades ago turned themselves in to French justice authorities Thursday as part of a decisive 
operation by Paris and Rome on a law enforcement matter that had been at a standstill since the 1980s.” See 
https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20210429-two-convicted-for-1970s-left-wing-murders-in-italy-
surrender-in-paris 
 
Supreme Court Conservatives Just Made It Easier to Sentence Kids to Life in Prison April 30  
“When the Supreme Court this month granted judges more discretion to impose life without parole sentences 
on young people convicted of murder it altered nearly a decade’s worth of judicial and legislative momentum 
away from juvenile sentences. Days later, an Alabama judge re-resentenced Evan Miller — the plaintiff in the 
iconic 2012 case that struck down mandatory juvenile life without parole sentences — to life without parole.” 
See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/04/30/supreme-court-conservatives-just-made-it-easier-to-
sentence-kids-to-life-in-prison 
 
UN Experts Express Grave Concern of Arbitrary Detention of Palestinian Child Detainee April 30 

“On 25 February 2021, United Nations (UN) Human Rights experts: Mr. Michael 
Lynk, Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian 
Territory occupied since 1967; Ms. Elina Steinerte, Vice-Chair of the Working 
Group on Arbitrary Detention; Ms. Tlaleng Mofokeng, Special Rapporteur on 
the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of 
physical and mental health; and Mr. Diego García-Sayán, Special Rapporteur on 
the independence of judges and lawyers issued a communication to Israel 
regarding the arbitrary arrest and administrative detention of Palestinian child 
Amal Nakhleh.” See https://www.addameer.org/news/4376 
 
 
 
 

 
Leonard Peltier’s Spiritual Advisor, Lenny Foster, Submits Statement to UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous 
Issues April 30 
“During the two-week-long the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII), Indigenous 
citizens from around the globe are afforded opportunities to address the forum in-person or through written 
submissions on issues that impact the lives of Indigenous peoples.With the Covid-19 pandemic still limiting 
travel, the 2021 UNPFII is being conducted in a hybrid format of in-person and virtual speakers. Last week as 
reported on Native News Online, U.S. Dept. of the Interior Deb Haaland (Laguna Pueblo) gave the keynote 
address on the opening day of the forum. Lenny Foster (Navajo), who has served as Leonard Peltier’s spiritual 
advisor for several decades, summitted a written statement. “My name is Lenny Foster, and I am of the 
Towering House clan born for Mountain Cove, originally from Fort Defiance, Arizona. I am a citizen of the 
Navajo Nation, and I have been a spiritual advisor for Leonard Peltier since March 1985 when I started visiting 
him at the United States Penitentiary in Leavenworth, Kansas. My specific duties with him have been 
conducting sweat lodge ceremonies and pipe ceremonies. My prayers have been to sustain his sanity, for 
spiritual cleansing and purification, and to help him enhance his humanity and remain spiritually strong.” See 
https://nativenewsonline.net/currents/leonard-peltier-s-spiritual-advisor-lenny-foster-submits-statement-to-
un-permanent-forum-on-indigenous-issues 
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White supremacy never stops. It never takes a day off. Its forces never quit the field of battle, even after a 
defeat. White supremacy doesn’t retreat; it retrenches. April 30 
“On April 20, a Minneapolis jury found former police officer Derek Chauvin guilty of murdering George Floyd. 
The verdict came after months of nationwide protests and a three-week trial that was carried live on cable 
news. Chauvin’s conviction was the absolute minimum form of justice for Floyd’s family, but even that 
conviction was too much for some white nationalists. Hours after the verdict, white supremacist spokesperson 
Tucker Carlson went on television and suggested that the jury convicted Chauvin only because they were 
intimidated by the threat of “rioting” and property damage. Then he had a meltdown, which devolved into 
maniacal laughter, when a guest on his own show made the case for Chauvin’s guilt.” See 
https://www.thenation.com/article/society/chauvin-floyd-bryant/ 
 
If Mumia Abu-Jamal’s Case Is a ‘Non-Issue,’ Why Have Media Gone to Such Lengths to Silence Him? 
Janine Jackson  May 1 
“Philadelphia public broadcaster WHYY (4/24/21) was one of the few outlets to report on an April 24 rally 
seeking the release from prison of Mumia Abu-Jamal. The story included important information on Abu-Jamal, 
who is serving a life sentence for the 1981 killing of Philadelphia police officer Daniel Faulkner. It noted that the 
case has “drawn scrutiny” over claims of police, prosecutorial and judicial bias and misconduct. It cited new 
evidence released as part of the appeal process, including a note from a key prosecution witness asking the 
prosecuting attorney for money—the sort of evidence that Johanna Fernandez, a history professor and part of 
Abu-Jamal’s legal team, notes has in other instances led to a defendant either being set free or getting an 
immediate new trial.” See https://fair.org/home/if-mumia-abu-jamals-case-is-a-non-issue-why-have-media-
gone-to-such-lengths-to-silence-him/ 
 
“We’re terrorized’: LA sheriffs frequently harass families of people they kill, says report May 4 
“Los Angeles sheriff’s department has routinely retaliated against victims’ relatives who speak out, NLG and 
ACLU say in report. Los Angeles sheriff deputies frequently harass the families of people they have killed, 
including taunting them at vigils, parking outside their homes and following them and pulling them over for no 
reason, according to a new report from the National Lawyers Guild (NLG) and the American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU). See https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/may/04/los-angeles-sheriffs-harass-families-of-
victims-report 
 
Fired Atlanta police officer who shot Rayshard Brooks reinstated May 5 
“A civil service board has reinstated the Atlanta police officer who killed Rayshard Brooks last year. The board 
concluded that Garrett Rolfe, now charged with felony murder, “was not afforded due process” by police 
officials when they fired him last June. He cannot resume his job before trial, however, because of the 
conditions of his bail.” See https://www.ajc.com/news/crime/fired-apd-officer-who-shot-rayshard-brooks-
reinstated/DRIIURYISNC6FOR2OHIMZTPU2U/ 
 
New monument in North Philly honors women helping others survive long Pa. prison sentences May 5 
“Paulette Carrington says she’s not the same person she was when she was convicted of homicide at age 16. 
Sentenced to life in prison, Carrington says she could have easily languished and lost all hope of ever reentering 
society. But two things got her through her time at the Pennsylvania State Correctional Institutions at Muncy 
and Cambridge: her faith and the older women incarcerated with her. The women encouraged her to finish high 
school and pushed her to seek counseling for her anger issues. Still, Carrington says, personal growth wasn’t 
enough to get juvenile lifers like her out of prison.”This to me is just so heartless, you know, for [the criminal 
justice system] not to consider the fact that these ladies have done everything they can, there’s nothing else 
they can do but sit there and vegetate.” See https://whyy.org/articles/new-monument-in-n-philly-honors-
women-helping-others-survive-long-pa-prison-sentences/ 
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Biden set to flex clemency powers May 5 
“White House officials are signaling that President Biden is prepared to flex his clemency powers as officials 
wade through a large backlog of requests behind the scenes, according to advocates with whom the White 
House has consulted on criminal justice reform.” See https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/551842-
biden-set-to-flex-clemency-powers 
 
Inmates sent home during COVID-19 got jobs, started school. Now, they face possible return to prison May 5 
“In the weeks and months since he was sent home, RJ Edwards found a job, bought a car, got an apartment for 
him and his mother and started working toward a bachelor’s degree in computer science.He works as an 
operation manager for a solar company in Tampa, Florida, while taking online classes at Hillsborough 
Community College. He wears an ankle monitor and calls his halfway house every day to report his 
whereabouts – part of the terms of his home confinement. Twice a week, he attends drug therapy sessions, a 
consequence from years of drug and alcohol abuse. He also paints, a skill learned after nearly a decade of 
imprisonment.Nine months since leaving prison, Edwards faces the possibility of being forced to return – a 
devastating scenario for him and potentially thousands of others who spent the past year rebuilding their lives.” 
See https://www.yahoo.com/news/inmates-sent-home-during-covid-100025070.html 
 
My 7-Year-Old Daughter Was Murdered—And This Mother’s Day, I Want You to Know Her Name May 6 
“I am an American woman. I am the Black mother of a murdered child. You do not know my name. You do not 
know my child’s name. I am one of countless, nameless, faceless mothers.” “America has too many shameful 
stories like mine, stories that are both blasted on the news and whispered in the shadows. I weep over the 
murders of our children that we bear witness to so often in the media. 
   For each of these stories, there are the mothers left behind. 
And for each of these stories, there are the mothers left behind. Mothers of grown men who were gunned 
down in the streets, or whose children’s abductions remain unsolved. There is no comparison of crimes or 
perpetrators or pain, just the common denominator that we all belong to a solemn club of mothers whose 
children were stolen. I say the names of children whose stories I do know, and I cry for the mothers of Breonna, 
George, Daunte, Tamir, Treyvon, and many more names than I can choke out through trembling lips and sorrow. 
For every fight for justice that surrounds us in the public eye, there are countless untold stories in different zip 
codes around this country, injustices that will not make the cable news. These are crimes that will never be 
dissected by millions of internet browsers or laid out in a national newspaper. But these mothers deserve outcry, 
too. I am here to tell their story. I am here to say their children’s lives mattered, too. By sharing my painful story, 
I speak for them too…” See https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/7-old-daughter-murdered-mother-
140400819.html 
 
A State-by-State Look at Coronavirus in Prisons May 7 
“Nearly 400,000 state and federal prisoners have tested positive for the coronavirus after another week in 
which the toll increased by less than 1%. At least 2,584 prisoners have died from the virus since last March. 
More than 200 prison employees have also died. There have been more than 111,000 cases among prison staff. 
In collaboration with The Associated Press, check out our tracker on how the coronavirus spread in prisons.” 
See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/05/01/a-state-by-state-look-at-coronavirus-in-prisons 
 
USHRN Joins 270 Organizations Urging U.N. Inquiry into US Police Violence and Systemic Racism May 10 
“The US Human Rights Network joined more than 270 civil society organizations from around the world and 
171 families of victims of police violence urging the United Nations Human Rights Council to establish an 
independent commission of inquiry into police killings of Black men and women as well as violent law 
enforcement responses to protests in the United States. In a letter sent to the U.N. High Commissioner for 
Human Rights Michelle Bachelet today, the groups urge the U.N. to support the calls made by victims’ families 
and others to mandate an independent inquiry into police violence and provide recommendations for a 
national plan of action to eliminate systemic racism and racial discrimination in the United States. This includes 
the allocation of resources to achieve racial equality through the adoption of reparations and other programs to 
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remedy historic racial injustices. The letter states that a robust international accountability mechanism would 
further support and complement, not undermine, efforts to dismantle systemic racism in the United States, 
especially in the context of police violence against Black people.” See 
https://ushrnetwork.org/news/274/100/Call-for-U.N.-Inquiry-into-Police-Violence-and-Systemic-Racism-in-the-
United-States 
 
Survivors Of Forced Sterilizations In California Fight A Century Of Violence In Women’s Prisons May 12 
“California community organizers continue to fight for reparations after the state forcibly sterilized people for 
more than a century, offering little more than an empty apology and three rejected compensation bills.  
Since 2017, organizers have pushed for legislation to compensate survivors of forced sterilizations during the 
eugenics era, when states allowed the practice to be carried out against over 60,000 disabled and imprisoned 
people and later, in the 2000s, when hundreds of people in women’s prisons were illegally sterilized against 
their will.” See https://shadowproof.com/2021/05/12/survivors-of-forced-sterilizations-in-california-fight-a-
century-of-violence-in-womens-prisons/ 
 
Why do local police have combat vehicles? 1033 is a major reason May 12 
“It’s a scene that has become too familiar across our country. Whether amid protests or on any given day – local 
police are patrolling communities like soldiers at war, equipped with military-grade rifles, grenade launchers, 
combat vehicles, and more. This is America’s militarized police force. And no federal program is more 
emblematic of it than the Department of Justice’s 1033 program – which gives police and sheriff’s departments 
unique and unprecedented access to military gear and tactics.” See https://www.aclu.org/news/civil-
liberties/its-past-time-to-end-the-federal-militarization-of-police/ACLU’s researchers recently spent months 
analyzing the 1033 program and its harm on communities, compiled in our newly-released analysis, which you 
can read in full today.” 
 
MOVE: Philadelphia incinerated remains of police bombing victims without telling families May 13 
“The public outcry over the handling of human remains retrieved from the ashes of the deadly 1985 bombing 
of a Black liberation organization in Philadelphia dramatically escalated on Thursday, with the revelation that 
the bones of an undisclosed number of Move victims were incinerated and dumped by the city without the 
knowledge or permission of living relatives. 
In a bombshell disclosure, the mayor of Philadelphia, Jim Kenney, announced that he had fired the city’s health 
commissioner, Thomas Farley. The mayor said that Farley had told him earlier this week that several years ago 
he had become aware that remains of victims of the Move bombing – in which 11 people died – were still in the 
possession of the city’s medical examiner’s office.” See http://onamove.com/philadelphia-incinerated-remains-
of-police-bombing-victims-without-telling-families/ 
 
Psychiatry Confronts Its Racist Past, and Tries to Make Amends-By Judith Warner- May 15 
“In the late 20th century, psychiatry’s rank and file became a receptive audience for drug makers who were 
willing to tap into racist fears about urban crime and social unrest. (“Assaultive and belligerent?” read an ad 
that featured a Black man with a raised fist that appeared in the “Archives of General Psychiatry” in 1974. 
“Cooperation often begins with Haldol.”) Now the American Psychiatric Association, which featured Rush’s 
image on its logo until 2015, is confronting that painful history and trying to make amends. In January, the 176-
year-old group issued its first-ever apology for its racist past. Acknowledging “appalling past actions” on the 
part of the profession, its governing board committed the association to “identifying, understanding, and 
rectifying our past injustices,” and pledged to institute “anti-racist practices” aimed at ending the inequities of 
the past in care, research, education and leadership. 
This weekend, the A.P.A. is devoting its annual meeting to the theme of equity. Over the course of the three-
day virtual gathering of as many as 10,000 participants, the group will present the results of its yearlong effort 
to educate its 37,000 mostly white members about the psychologically toxic effects of racism, both in their 
profession and in the lives of their patients.” See nytimes.com. 
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In the Spirit of Mandela Campaign 
 

2O21’ IS THE YEAR TO FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS & POWS 

FREE EM’ ALL:  PRISONER ADVOCACY AND JUSTICE NEWS! 

SPECIAL REPORT:  MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2021 
 

In the Spirit of Mandela: International Tribunal On Human Rights Violations & U.S. Held Political Prisoners 
New York City... Friday, October 22, 2021 – Tuesday, October 26, 2021 

 
 
 
 
 

To: All Prisoner Advocacy Organizations, Campaigns & Individuals 
From: National Jericho Movement - Spirit Of Mandela Coalition, Outreach Committee 
Re: 2021 International Tribunal On Human Rights Violations & U.S. Held Political Prisoners 
Greetings Friends, Families, Comrades & Supporters of U.S. Captured Freedom Fighters, 
The “In the Spirit of Mandela” IT (International Tribunal) 2021 campaign was proposed by co-founder of the 
National Jericho Movement Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. This initiative appeals to the international community, 
including the International Commission of Jurists, to call for special hearings within the United Nations to 
review the cases of Political Prisoners. In collaboration with interested others, much headway is being made 
regarding organizing and media efforts. The campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela” has almost completed the 
research, and the academic team will meet with the lawyers for an initial review of the condensed summary 
points. Collaborating, attending working sessions, media prep, among other activities continue.  
Set your calendars now: The International Tribunal on U.S. Human Rights Violations and Political Prisoners 
(ITUSHRPP) is set to take place in October 2021.  
We intend to document, in detailed evidentiary form and utilizing all available contemporary human rights 
precedents, the gross violations faced by colonized people and those who have defended basic self-
determination principles. But this will not be a narrow or dry legalistic affair. This people’s Tribunal is designed 
to both educate and mobilize, so renewed fight back movements can emerge and be strengthened.  
 
We Are Aware That We Stand on Formidable Shoulders 
 
In the 1940’s, W.E.B. DuBois first petitioned the newly-formed United Nations regarding the rights of U.S.-born 
people of African descent; in the 1950’s Paul Robeson was one of a number who “Charged Genocide” against 
the U.S. government to the global body. Minister Malcolm X’s formation in 1964 of the Organization of Afro-
American Unity was part of a direct campaign to put the case of “the 22 million Black people who are the 
victims of Americanism” before the Organization of African Unity and the U.N. On Human Rights Day 1978, 
attorney Lennox Hinds— working on behalf of the National Conference of Black Lawyers, the Commission for 
Racial Justice of the United Church of Christ, and the National Alliance Against Racism—petitioned the UN’s 
Human Rights Commission, resulting in a team of seven international jurists investigating cases of gross 
violations pertaining to U.S. political prisoners.  
Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s, Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon and a wide array of petitioners held a variety of 
Tribunals in Europe, the U.S., and Puerto Rico, with verdicts indicating further abuses of the U.S. prison, police, 
political, and military systems. And in 2014, the UN Human Rights Committee issued a report criticizing the U.S. 
for 25 distinct violations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. We are aware that the 
people’s voice—including the voices of our long-incarcerated elders—must be heard!  
Dr. Mutulu Shakur asserted the need for a U.S. process of truth and reconciliation, and many have begun to 
discuss and implement grassroots forum for truth-telling, where witnesses listen and reflect upon voices “from 
the margins” to organize for an end to structural and militarized state violence. Jalil Muntaqim has called for a 
campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela,” where the international social and political context which helped revise 
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the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners in 2015 be utilized in the case of those 
incarcerated in the U.S. Our International Tribunal will call for testimony from both sides of the wall, both on 
issues of the torturous conditions of political imprisonment and on the root colonial and neo-colonial 
conditions and repression which inevitably lead to growing numbers of political prisoners. We will not separate 
the work to free our prisoners with the work to free the land, and for ultimate liberation of all.” 

Get Ready for I.T. 2021! I.T. 2021 (International Tribunal October 2021). 
Please begin to prepare for the “International Tribunal” organized by the In 
the Spirit of Mandela Coalition. At this date we solicit your assistance in the 
brainstorming, planning, and donating. We value your input and what you 
do and have done for the movement and championing real issues impacting 
communities across America, prisons, and people of color. The “In the Spirit 
of Mandela” initiative is the brainchild of Jericho’s co-founder Jalil 
Muntaqim (Anthony Bottom). Hopefully, you will agree to assist, and if you 
do, please feel free to engage at your own level of comfort and capacity.  

Dates: Friday, October 22nd – Tuesday, October 26, 2021    Location: New York City (Venues TBA) 
Formally indicting the United States government and its States with historical, systematic, and ongoing human 
rights violations against people of color, working class people, and the planet! Outcomes Reparations 
Establishment of People’s Senate International Solidarity Truth & Justice Commission to Free All Political 
Prisoners. 
Contact your local Representative or:  
Jihad Abdulmumit, Outreach Committee Representative  
jihadabdulmumit@gmail.com  
https://spiritofmandela.org/  
804-304-8595  

 

Get Ready for I.T. 2021! 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Jericho meets virtually to work on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela/I.T. 2021”. Due to Covid19, our 
meetings are online. For future meetings contact spirtofmandela1@gmail.com if youare interested in 
becoming involved. We invite you to support this initiative. Everyone is encouraged to check out the website 
http://spiritofmandela.org. In the Spirit of Mandela, activists across the country are urged to join and support in 
whatever way they are able in political solidarity toward the building of the National Coalition for the Human 
Rights of Political Prisoners”.   

 
“It is said that no one truly knows a nation until one has been inside its jails. A nation should not be judged by 
how it treats its highest citizens, but its lowest ones.” Nelson Mandela 
 
“The government can become so elitist and concentrate on elitist interests. To help the government, you must 
constantly hold its attention.” Winnie Madikizela-Mandela 

The IN THE SPIRIT OF MANDELA coalition invites you to join our campaign to develop an International Coalition 
to acknowledge, recognize and push for the release of US held Political Prisoners. The conditions under which 
US political prisoners are forced to live, and the length of their sentences violates international law and the UN 
Nelson Mandela Rules. In December 2015, the United Nations General Assembly adopted its landmark 
resolution 70/175 entitled “United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson 
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Mandela Rules”) (https://www.penalreform.org/priorities/prison-conditions/standard-minimum-rules/). These 
Rules condemn the United States’ policies and practices of punitive solitary confinement, medical neglect and 
long-term solitary confinement.  
This particular international initiative stems from a call from co-founder of the National Jericho Movement to 
Free All Political Prisoners, Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. Although efforts to present our issues in the international 
arena certainly are not new—Malcolm X urged such in the 1960s—this Initiative begins with a much-needed 
renewed energy, focus and commitment. 
While constantly organizing and soliciting endorsers and sponsors, our first campaign objective was contacting 
the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) (https://www.icj.org) to initiate a formal investigation into the 
holding of Political Prisoners in the United States. Representatives from the ICJ had come to the United States 
before in 1979 to visit Political prisoners Sundiata Acoli and Ed Poindexter. Some forty years later these 
prisoners still remain in prison. Ultimately, we hope to use this investigation to bring the following results: 
• Generate international awareness and attention 
• Implore the United Nation to convene a Truth and Reconciliation Tribunal to explore, expose and address 

the social, economic, and political historic conditions of people of color, and particularly black people in the 
United States, revolutionaries and movement organizations that struggle against these conditions, and the 
government’s brutal and illegal response to those organizations and people resulting in the deaths and 
incarcerations of hundreds 

• Build political and legal pressure to call for the release of Political Prisoners 
 
We realize that we have a difficult job ahead, but the more national and international solidarity we garner, the 
greater the chances for victory. We hope you will join the campaign by - 
1.   Agreeing to support by clearly identifying your organization and contact person; 
2. Providing your accurate email and phone number (We will keep you informed of developments of this 

initiative); and 
3.  Partaking of the unique experience of collectively brain storming strategies to bring this struggle to  
the international arena and to the United Nations. 
 

Your input is valued at any level. 

In Solidarity, 

The National Jericho Movement 
In the Spirit of Mandela Coalition 

FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS!!! 

 
Moving Forward 

 

As we move towards accomplishing our goals, we seek to continue to form new alliances to help build a more 
unified front both nationally and internationally.  We look forward to expanding our scope of services as well as 
increasing our dedicated members, especially reaching out to the youth to carry on the torch of justice for not 
only our beloved freedom fighters who are now elders still in these dungeons, but also for those Political 
Prisoners who are to come in the future-and surely, they will, given the escalating oppression and fascism thatis 
swiftly seeping through every “right” in this country.  Unless a sudden change permeates the power structures, 
the number of political prisoners will grow.  COINTELPRO is still alive and running many missives in which to 
entrap those who oppose the tyrannical, oppressive & racism regime. Our hope is to unify the people who truly 
want to move forward towards a better future for all, not just some—and to use the power of unified numbers 
to stand as strong as a spider web against those who have chosen a destructive path to abolish human rights.  
As our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War are aging and too many have already died behind these dungeon 
walls, it is imperative that we as a collective, continue to go even harder in the quest for their freedom.  They 
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have been waiting patiently... for 30, 40, 50 years. As Jericho has withstood many obstacles in the past 20+ 
years, we are still here, and we will not fall back.  We are relentless in bringing our beloved freedom fighters’ 
home.  “For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that respects and enhances the 
freedom of others.”―Nelson Mandela 

 

Gratitude and Appreciation 

It is with great gratitude that we express our sincere appreciation to you-our supporters.  Without your help, 
we could not accomplish all that we do for our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War.  From helping their families 
visit them, to assisting with legal and medical needs, to putting monies in their commissary as well as providing 
forums wherein we can hold events to educate others about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War, your 
support helps make this possible. We know it, and our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War know it as well.  
There is power in the people, and this is where freedom lies. It is because of people such as yourselves, who so 
graciously give of your time, your donations as well as your thoughts towards this cause, that brings us closer to 
the day when we can finally say-They are Home at Last....Can you imagine?  After sacrificing for the community-
the community is the one who brings them home.  After languishing in a steel dungeon waiting for freedom for 
decades, when that door finally swings open and they finally step into their family’s arms for good, it will be a 
powerful day indeed.   

We are all links that join together as one. No act, no deed is too small.  Together we are strong, powerful.   We 
just have to keep going-as they did back in the days when they were fighting the same old oppressive, racist 
regime. 

“Freedom can never be taken for granted. Each generation must safeguard it and extend it. Your parents and 
elders sacrificed much so that you should have freedom without suffering what theydid. Use this precious 

right to ensure that the darkness of the past never return.”―Nelson Mandela.   

Thank you-for safeguarding and extending the fight for justice, freedom, and human rights. There is a light 
down the way, it is called our children’s eyes.  May they know a better world.   

As you know, the obstacles to helping free our political prisoners are immense. It is to challenge the 
superpower and its many facets. It is to fight repression through education, organizing, mobilizing, and creating 
a movement that embraces freedom and dignity for all people and freedom for all Political Prisoners. 

Your financial support at this time is needed for Jericho’s continued work and effectiveness. 

If you cannot support financially, please do continue to read our newsletters, share them widely, tell others 
about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War-volunteer to help us if you can, for everything matters and no 
sincere deed is left unnoticed.  We are the ones, for a prisoner’s options are limited, we have the key, we just 
have to figure out together, how to unlock those doors. 

Free all Political Prisoners! 
 

In Struggle and Gratitude, The National Jericho Movement 

 

Steering Committee Advisory Board 
                  1. Chair: Jihad Abdulmumit ..................................................................... 1. Paulette Dauteuil 
                  2. Vice Chair:  Frank Velgara .................................................................... 2. Anne Lamb 
                  3. Secretary: Adam Carpinelli .................................................................. 3. Kazi Toure 
                  4. Treasurer: Ashanti Alston .................................................................... 4. Jorge Chang 
                  5. Fund Raising Chairperson: A’isha Mohammad ................................... 5. Tekla Ali Johnson 
                  6. Dragon Fire Newsletter Editor: A’isha Mohammad  
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Please consider signing up to be a being a Monthly Sustainer! 

Your Generous Contributions Help Us Provide Real Support to our Political Prisoners! 
 

___ $25 ___ $50 ___$75 ___$100___$250 ___$ Other___ 

 
There are two ways to donate: 

 
Please make non-deductible donations to: 
National Jericho Treasury 
Mail to: “Jericho Treasury/Michael Alston” 
Ashanti Alston 
162 Miller Ave,Providence, R.I. 02905 
 

For tax deductible receipt, send donations to: 
Please make the check out to: IFCO/Jericho 
Mail to: IFCO/Jericho, PO Box 1368 
Orange, New Jersey 07051-1368 
 
 

Or visit our website at: http://www.thejerichomovement.com/donate and click our “donate” button. 


